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Baseball de Luxe
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 6
5.00 o’clock

COMMUNITY PARK

THE BLOOMER GIRLS
vs.

ROCKLAND LOCALS
The Bloomer Girls of New York are a Major Team and have won
consistently on the present tour
BE ON HAND AT FIVE O’CLOCK WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Oakland Park
TONIGHT
LEO DOUCETTS BIG JAZZ BAND
BILLY EARLE- JOY BOY"
Admission 50 Cents

At the Sign of
North National Bank-

North $
National ■

AMBITIOUS
MEN
Strive to accumulate a fund in reserve.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
| advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation end
very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
I84IJ. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
Free Press was established In 1855 and In
189! changed Its name to the Tribune. These
napera consolidated March 17, 1897.
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Do well the duty that lies before —
I ••• yoq.—Plttachus.
.«.

.e. .e.
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THOMASTON’S ANNUAL FAIR
The question has been asked many
times recently, “Is Thomaston to have
a fair this summer?” Yes—on the
Mall Aug. 20. and the following from
the pen of Miss Jessie Stewart, an
active 'Auxiliary member, will tell
you all about it:
Then there Is the Scotch person
Who chooses free verse
To tell the friends
Of the County Fair
That is going to be held
This summer as usual
On the Mall on Wednesday
August the twentieth
All day
Beginning as early as anybody
Gets there
The Midway will have
All the usual ‘
And all the brand-new and un
usual
Attractions
The Parade
Will make your eyes stick out
There will be foods and drinks
Candies and ice cream
Vegetables and flowers and fruits
Fir pillows and aprons
Plain and fancy wares
And everything
And a shop for Remembrances
From friends far and near
In behalf of the
Memorial Library Building Fund
Of'Williams-Brazier Post and Aux
iliary
American Legion
We thank you.
“Men’s shoulders are heeomlnr
broader." says a tailor. This is very
fortunate, In view of the increasing
burden of taxation.—The Humorist.

And they find that a growing account

WHO CAN AFFORD

with this Bank is just what is needed.

NOT TO BE OF THE

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

RAMBLES AFIELD

Save, Money! Saves Time! Save,
Endless Annoyance!
The AAA it at your service all the
time and everywhere
Ask Me For Details

ROBERT A. WEBSTER
TEL. 664.

ROCKLAND, ME.
79tf

KNOX COUNTY’S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION

Here, There and Yonder,

Touching the Alluring

ARTHUR N. LAWRENCE

Shocks the Community

Things of Nature.

Pillsbury Studio

longer.

You can make some of your money last
longer by putting it into a savings account at
the Security Trust Company. Deposit some
thing every pay day, let the interest accumu
late at the rate of 4 per cent and soon you will
find your money growing instead of shrinking.

One dollar starts your account here. De
posits accepted by mail if you can’t come in
personally.

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP
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ROCKLAND

ness In Answering Gain Awards Aggregating $1100

Arthur N. Lawrence, vice president
One of The Courier-Gazette’s old- istlng words or coin new ones from
of the Lawrence Packing Company,
(Number Ten)
and Ward Three's representative in est subscribers reports the receipt their fertile imaginations.
She wrote her letter carefully, the hoard of aldermen, died early yes
The Rockland winner assigns exof $1100. awarded by the Parismaking an appointment with her terday morning, following an opera
cellent reasons for declining to per
friend for Saturday and then ad tion for an unusually severe case of American Pharmacal Company as the
mit the use of her name, but those
appendicitis. He will be hurled with
dressed the envelope thus:
The baseball fans found the
military honors Wednesday after result of a contest for a suitable name who are already cognizant of her
Mrs. Beryl Stanford,
atmosphere
unchanged
with
noon, the remains lying at his late for a new soap—$1000 having been identity are proffering their congrat
City.
static Sunday afternoon, but
Entrusting it to a caller to mail she Tiome 14)8 Beech street until the time
the prize for the most suitable name, ulations.
managed to follow the progress
waited all day Saturday in vain for of the funeral services which will be
"It certainly paid in this instance
of the double-header. Sunday
held
at
2
o
’
clock
from
the
residence
her friend to come but was disap
with 100 additional for promptness
night's reception was quite free
to read an advertisement,” she says,
pointed and thus put to much incon of !E. M. Liwrence, 112 Beech street,
in answering.
from such disturbance and the
venience. Her friend was blamed and father of the deceased. The inter
A legal release to the right and
excellent program* gave greet
their friendship came near being ment will he in Achorn cemetery.
The prize-winning word was Ollnol title for the use of the word ’’Ollnol”
enjoyment.
Arthur
Neal
Lawrence
was
horn
in
broken up for a time, and all because
was given.
*••••• *«e
she employed such a slipshod way of Lubec July 15, 1897, son of {Edward —being an euphonic combination of
Col. Charles A. Lindbergh,
The Paris-American Pharmacal
directing her letter, for the friend to M. and Ursula ((Allan) Lawrence. the three significant words ‘‘all in
making his first prepared radio
whom she entrusted it was a busy He received his education at Hebron
Company has been located in Des
address Friday will talk over
man, going from one town to another Academy, University of Maine and all.”
Jloines, Iowa, but has lately trans
two nation-wide broadcasting
during the day, so after leaving her Massachusetts Institute of Tech- ! Under the conditions of the con
ferred its offices and plant to the
chains from a single microphone
nology.
He
was
an
exceptionally
he boarded the trolley for another
in the studios Columbia an
town and posted the letter some two popular student, and was awarded test tho participants could use ex- West Coast.
nouncement was made that the
hours later in still a third town, so numerous tokens and medals for his
company would cooperate in the
athletic prowess, especially at tennis.
the friend never received it.
transmission, carrying the talk
America joined in the World War
TRIBUTE TO ANDREW SIDES
Nearly every week I receive letters
at the same time that it goes
with my name and only “City” as an while Mr. Lawrence was obtaining
out over the Coluumbia Sys
address. If the friend who mails his technical education in Boston and
tem. The 15 minute address to
them happens to drop them in a box he enlisted in the Maine Reserve Former Camden Boy Retiring From Vice Presidency of
America had been set for 10 p. m.,
here in the city, all well and good, Force, taking an intensive course at
daylight.
but he may be in a hurry to catch a the Harvard ensigns’ school from
“Eastern,” Is Presented With Solid Silver Service
train and later may mail the letter in which he in due time received his
Arriving in New York Friday
commission.
His
services
in
the
Navy
Waldoboro or Portland and so the
evening, the train crew and pas
letter is lost. Think of it when you were of such a distinguishing char
'Officials of the Eastern Steamship formerly handled by Vice President
sengers of the Fast Freight visit
are tempted to write “City” on an acter that he received a citation and
the many places of interest in
Lines have officially announced the Sides. Mr. Irving was originally con
medal.
envelope, and then don’t do it.
New York city via radio. Cross
His services with the government resignation of Andrew B. Sides as nected with the Metropolitan Linos,
Some time when you have a few
which later merged with Eastern
ing the Hudson in a ferry, they
moments to spare, step into the cor were not destined to end with the
Steamship Lines and has had over
sse the famous New York sky
ridor of the Rostoffice about the time signing of the Armistice, for he was
27 years of steamship experience.
line and then visit points of in
you begin to hear a regular thump- assigned to the Veterans’ Bureau
During the war period, Mr. Irving was
terest in the city itselt. In keep
etty-thump inside: look in and watch and for three years was engaged in
connected with the United States.
ing with the occasion, the organ
the regular way in which the letters this important work in behalf of the
Shipping Board and for a short period
ist plays ‘‘Bye Bye Blues,”
are picked up and pushed along for war victims.
with the Coastwise Transportation
‘•Why,” and the “Stein Song” as
He returned to civilian’s life to join
cancellation of stamps and in a very
Company, rejoining Eastern Steam
well as selections from other cur
few minutes you will understand just his father and brother Glenn in the
ship Lines in 1923.
rent musical hits now playing in
why you should always place your promotion of the Liwrence Packing
It is also announced that *L. H.
New York. The quartet sings
letter stamp in the right hand upper Company.
Wakefield is appointed superintend
‘ Sidewalks
of
New
York,”
Mr. Lawrence was a member and
corner of your envelope. If you don’t
ent of terminals with headquarters at
“Dinah,” and one of their most
understand just at first, you will if active worker in Winslow-Holbrook
India Wharf and J. C. Gray, Jr., is
attractive yodels.
Post and was especially prominent in
you stand there long enough.
appointed agent of lines east of Bos
the World War organization known as
ton with headquarters at Central
the Forty and Eight, being chef d«
“LET US BE GAY”
I have a friend who cannot or will gare passe of Voiture 1024 and hold
Wharf, Boston.
The comedy by Rachel Crothers not understand why she should walk
The appointment of Messrs. Irving,
ing the office of grand cofnmis voy"Let Us Be nay" which Is at the on the extreme left of a country road.
Wakefield and Gray became effective
ageur in the Grand Voiture of Maine.
Lakewood this week lives complete She insists that as the right Is the
Aug.
1.
He held the rank of 2d lieutenant in
ly up to its title. In action it is proper side on which to turn out, she
Mr. Sides, the retiring vice presi
Battery G. Coast Artillery Corps, and
smooth, quick and spontaneous, the must stick to the right side of the attended the recent annual encamp
dent was presented wih an inscribed
sentiment is genuine, the characters road, regardless of where others ment at Fort Williams. He was a
platinum watch by the 1600 employes
true and never overdrawn. For the walk. In vain have I explained to member of the Universalist parish,
and associates of the company. A
playing too much cannot be said. In her that as she has no eyes in the Rockland Country Club and Rock
seven-piece solid silver service was
a difficult role tPeggy Allewby comes hack of her head, and as autos from land Yacht Club.
also presented to Mr. and Mrs. Sides.
through with flying colors, and Rob behind invariably keep to the right,
The presentations were made by
The news of Alderman Lawrence’s
ert Hudson as the husband turns in a she will he safest on the left side, as death was a profound shock to his
Charles Flathers, who traced the ca- f
strong performance. As the grand oivn mn then always see autos meet friends throughout the city, compara
reer of Mr. Sides during his 28 years
mother who knew what she wanted ing her. She accepts my theory with tively few of whom knew that his
with the steamship company begin
mile
or
no
argument,
and
then
seeing
Kathryn Keys is delightful, while
condition was critical to the point vice president of the company, as told ning with a minor position in Camden,
an
auto
approaching
in
the
distance,
d’eg Hntwistel as the saucy diedre
to the vice presidency in charge of
of hopelessness. His infinite good na
was charming as usual. “Let Us Be she deliberately crosses to the right ture, his willingness to aid ,in any in these columns several weeks ago.
operations.
aside
of
the
road,
directly
in
the
path
Gay” is worth anyone’s time and
Mr. Sides Is leaving Boston for a
William K. Irving is appointed gen
undertaking which was for the public
of another auto which comes up from good, and his activities socially had eral
money.
superintendent
with
head month's vacation in Maine and is
behind
sounding
an
alarm
and
comThe play for next week will be
quarters at India Wharf, Boston, and later to he connected in an executive
made him universally liked.
a
Sto-P just 9hort of h'er,
“Escape" by John Galsworthy withb
Alderman Liwrence was married will assume the duties of operation capacity with Thompson’s Spa.
she
driver
swearing
horribly.
Some
Hardde Albright assuming the diifi
May 26, 1926. to Miss Dorothy Blethen,
cult role of Matt the escaped convict. day that woman will get a practical who survives him. together with his
THREE-QUARTER CENTURY CLUB
The story has to do with a young man demonstration of “how not to do it,” father and step-mother, two brothers,
who is convicted of manslaughter. and then perhaps she will understand Glenn A. and IJoyd N. Lawrence;
After serving part of his term he why the left side of the road is safest an«l two sisters, Mrs. Louise Curry of
escapes from Dartmoor. He wanders for pedestrians.
Miami. Fla.; and 'Mrs. Fila Lawrence
Those Going From This City Should Notify The CourierWhen I drive a horse I am sure to Cole of Rockland.
here and there attempting tq make a
complete get-away and the play tells be criticized because I insist on sit
Gazette—Cars Are Needed For Transportation
of his wanderings, the people he met ting on the extreme left end of the
and how he got out of his difficulties. seat while almost all drivers sit on
the right. "The whip socket is on the
BY THE MAYOR
The Three-Quarter Century Club join should send or phone their name
right.” they argue, “and that shows
COMING
that the right side is the proper p’ace
will meet Aug. 15 in Waterville and to The Courier-Gazette. It is neces
In the passing of Arthur N.
sary that the committee know ex
to drive from.” If this is true why
the Rockland delegation will he pres
Lawrence, the community suf
actly how many plan to go to the
are all the steering wheels of autos
ent as usual ,it is hoped. For several meeting so they are asked to fill in
fers a real loss: a wise counsel
on the left? I have reasoned this out
The Mighty Spectacle of the Air
years the happy group from this city the enclosed slip and mail it to The
lor, a beautiful character, a lov
to my own satisfaction, and have
has made the pilgrimage through the Courier-Gazette office or telephone
learned that though we build our
able companion and friend. In
courtesy of Rockland citizens who John M. Richardson at that office.
buggies as our forefathers did, yet
token of the love and esteem in
Present plans call for the start to
have loaned their cars to this fine
we do not follow the English custom
which the community holds his
he made from Thorndike Hotel at
cause.
of turning out on.the left, consequent
All persons 75 years old or over are 8 o’clock. Any person w ho can donate
memory, I am asking that the
ly we cannot see how near our wheels
eligible for (membership, and once a car for the day should notify Mr.
business
houses
close
Wednes

are
to
an
approaching
team
when
we
ANNOUNCEMENT
having joined, the membership Is Richardson or George L. St. Clair.
sit on the right, American fashion,
day, during the hour of services
Our Popular Special-Priced
perpetual. Any persons desiring to Tel. 359.
therefore I sit on the left where I can
from 2 to 3 o'clock p. m.
plainly see the wheels of the other
Photo-Plan
C. M. Richardson,
Will be continued through August buggy and so avoid a possible col
THREE-QUARTER CENTURY CLUB
Mayor
lision. There is a reason for every
Fifteen Photographs
thing if we will take the trouble to
One Enlargement Attractively
I expect to be able to make the trip to Waterville. August 15.
study it out. If we turned to the left
Mounted
John W. Thompson, who is at
I understand that It is free and I am to take my lunch.
as do our English cousins, the right
Two Border Panels Suitable for
side would be ’ the logical side on present acting as scout executive of
Framing
iPine Tree Council, leaves in a few
which to sit.
Adella F. Veazie
Name
weeks for Quincy, Mass., where he
AU for $10.00
Rankin street, Rockland.
will engage in similar work. The
Tel. 593-R For Appointment
Address ........ -.....................................................................................................
«■»
It’s just the old problem of dis Boy Scout Camp at Lake Meguntitribution. There's enough idleness cook closes today, and Mr. Thompson
for everybody, but the wrong people and a group of the boys will go on a
ROCKLAND, ME.
for ocean and air mail. In 1929, for
hike to Mt. Kalahdiin.
have it.—Brooklyn Times.
HIGHER POSTAGE
Instance, the Interstate Commerce
Postmaster General’s Recommenda Commission added $15,000,000 a year
tion Of 214-Cent Stamp Does Not to the expenses of the postoffice 'by
granting increased subsidies, or pay,
Stir Cheering Section
to the railroads—a matter In which
With a Postofflce Department defi the postofflce had nothing to say.
«()f course the general public has to
cit of $93,(WM),(H>0 for the fiscal year
ending June 30 Postmaster General pay for this service, deficit or not. in
the long run. But there is a very
Brown again raised the question of
increasing postage on first-class mall general feeling that the expense
should he met out of the general reve
fi'om two to two and a half cents, and
nues rather than saddled on the firstlet it be known that he would recom
class mail—which is already more
mend that rate to Congress.
than paying its way.—The Pathfinder.
The announcement caused no sur
prise—nor any enthusiasm whatever.
3 Mr. Brown previously made the sug Olga Ugly: “I see here where
man married a woman for mone
gestion as recently as last April. In
You, wouldn’t marry me lor mone
June his third assistant. Frederic A.
would you?”
Tilton, addressed the Southern News
Petty Pete: “Why, no; I wouldn
paper Publishers Association at
marry you for all the money in tl
Asheville. N. C., and urged press
world.”
support for the department's pro
posal. It was admitted that a profit
is now made on letter mail, but no YOUR FAVORITE POEM
other way was seen for making the
If I had to live my life again 1 would have
department self-supporting than by
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
increasing the charge for sealed let to some music at least once a week. The
ters. It was stated that $341,000,000 of loss of these tastes la a less of happiness.—i
the deficit was attributable to non Charles Darwin.
postal items, on which no revenue Is
THE FLAG
received, and the remainder to sec
Here comes The (Flag.
ond-class matter which, by experi
Hall it I
Who dares to drag
ence. has been found unable to bear
Or trail it?
a higher rate. Referring to the usual
(Jive It hurrahs.—
reply, “Cut down on the franked
Three for the stars
Three for the bars.
mail,’’ Mr. Tilton declared such mall
Uncover your head to it!
cost the department in the fiscal year
The soldiers who tread to It
|
of 1929 only $637.000—an insignificant
Shout at the sight of *it.
The. Justice and right of It,
item in the big deficit—while hand
The unsullied white of It,
ling the mail for the other govern
The blue and the red of It.
ment departments cost only $3,300,000.
And tyranny's dread of it I
Here conies The Plug I
1 »
But public sentiment is against the
(Tieer
It I
increase. The two-eent stamp has
Valley and crag
rr
been called “one of the nation’s insti
Shall hear It.
Fathers shall bless it,
tutions.” Why should the postoffice
Children caress It.
he self-sustaining when the Depart
All shall maintain It,
ment of Commerce, -for instance, lias a
\'o one shall stain It.
deficit of $58,000,000. and the Depart Cheers for the sailors that fought on the wave
for It.
ment of Agriculture one of $155,000,- Cheers for the soldiers that always were brave
000? Such are the questions asked.
for It,
Moreover, it is pointed out that some Tears for the men that went down to the grave
for It.
$14.000000* of nearly one-fifth of the
Here comes The {Flag!
deficit, is incurred through subsidies
— Arthur Atacy,

7<Li
' I*
Y;

“The Dawn Patrol”

The size of paper money has shrunk, hut in
value is just the same as ever. A new dollar
will buy the same amount of groceries, will
carry you just as far on the railroad, or do ex
actly what the old one used to. The size doesn’t
count ... it is the value. The Government
made money smaller so it wouldn’t require so
much folding, and consequently would last

PRIZES

Sudden Death of Popular
Ward Three Alderman Coining Most Suitable Name For New Soap, and Prompt-

PARK THEATRE

It’s the same old money

Volume 85....................Number 93

THREE CENTS A COPY

RACING

Tomorrow
Knox
Trotting Park
1.30 Daylight Time

The Biggest Field of Horses Ever
Assembled in Rockland

READY

HORSES

ti

Fast

Rockland. Me.. Aug. 5. 11930.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of tills paper of tAu*. 2. 1930. there was
printed a total of 6335 copies.
Before me,
FRANK R. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Combination

of

New

York Lassies Plays Rock
land Tomorrow
New York Bloomer |GI(rls. unde
feated female baseball champions
since 1919. will be presented to local
fans tomorrow afternoon at Com
munity Park when they play the Rock
land team at 5 p. in. Manager Mar
garet Nabel feds that this year’s
club is the strongest ever to repre
sent the New York Bloomer Girls.
There arc about 40 girls in all who

In my distress I cried unto the Lord
and he heard me—Ps. 119.

Knox Trotting Park Look* Like a Cavalry Camp—Big
Races Wednesday and Thursday
Because it is a bit too early fori
the Maine fairs Rockland is going to |
have the largest field of horses for
tlie races Wednesday and Thursday
that will tbe assembled in Maine this
season. There are already about 70 ’
<m hand at Knox Trotting Park and j
it has been necessary to erect tents
to shelter some of them. The towns i
represented in this formidable array
are Rockland, Lewiston. Bangor.
Corinna. Unity. Revere. Mass.. Ells*
worth. Roston, Topsfield, Mass., Lynn,
Limestone, Calais, Gardiner. Cam
den. Dark Harbor. Haverhill, Belfast
and Brewer.
The races each day will be started
promptly at 1.30, and in the stand will
|>e a
horseman
widely
known
throughout the State, Harry H. Lee
of Augusta.
"Jimmy” Butler, sec
retary of the Lewiston State Fair,
will have charge of the horses. The
track is as good as any in the State,
and promises to ‘be so light and fast

Wednesday and Thursday that the,
track record seems likely to get what
IPaddy gave the drum.
The Rockland City Band will lie in
attendance each afternoon, and a I
Cuban baritone, who has been heard ,
at many large gatherings, will sing
’tween acts.
The management is to distribute!
$1550 in purses. Here are the cards i
for the two days:
Wednesday
2.17 class, purse $230. 12 entries.
2.20 class, purse $250. IS entries.
2.27 class. purse $250, for Maine
owned horses, 9 entries.
Thursday
2.14 class, purse *3»K>. with cup to
winner donated by Hotel Rockland,
6 entries.
2.22 class, purse 1250, 16 entries.
2.24 class, purse $250. 14 entries.
A notable race meet ahead, if you
ask us.

IS STILL

ON

TOP

WAIT!
FOR THE ONLY CIRCUS
COMING THIS YEAR

ALG. BARNES

rKg

CIRCUS

MON.
AUG.

St. George Wins and Loses But Is Still Lugging the Banner
—Bloomer Girls Tomorrow Afternoon

Ifs Quicker to Walk
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SEVENTY

THE BLOOMER GIRLS

The Courier-Gazette

We are informed by Judge Hiller
that it was on March 17, 1S87, that
Maine substituted imprisonment lor
life for hanging in murder cases of
the first degree. The Massachusetts
Civic Alliance, whose activities are
directed to maintaining the death
penalty upon the statute books of
the several States, points out that
lietween the years 1911 and 1919 six
States abolished the death penalty,
only to return to It after the next
election. Declaring that fear of exe
cuting the innocent is not supported
by the facts, a statement by the Al
liance adds:
Maine voted to abolish on the
popular notion that the executed
murderer, Wagner, was innocent,
hut the writer has a letter from
Clerk Emmons of the court, that the
murderer's attorney, had told him
that Wagner was "guilty as the
Devil.”
It is a question that evokes power
ful reasoning upon both sides.
When a case like the recent Portland
tragedy submits itself for discus
sion there is manifested a violent
reaction against imprisonment for
life, but we question if ever there is
likely to develop In Maine a public
sentiment of sufficient potency to
bring about a restoration of the
death penalty.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 5, 1930
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WAIT

Time and taxis wait lor no one ... so it's often quicker

down into the highway to get it.
Thi* Week's Games
Grafton and Schreiber also got into
Tuesday—Rockland at Camden.
to walk and pleasanter, too, if you wear this PLAZA '
Wednesday—(5 p. in.) Rockland vs. the honor list on fielding.
St. George died fighting and is to
Bloomer Girls at Community Park.
be congratulated on the strung up
TIE with its flexible, buoyant Main Spring* Arck
Friday—St. George at Rockland.
belong to the club, hut it takes several
seasons as a rule before a player Is
Saturday (4 p. m.)—Thomaston at hill fight which It made. The score:
Camden
considered experienced enough to be Camden.
Slack mat kid (important this season) and inlays of
• • * •
ab r bh th po a e
rated a regular.
Bennett, if, p .... 5 112 3 10
Players come from all of the five
•
The
League
Standing
patent that add interest to tbe cut-outs ■
■ • g, $9
Plaisted. 3b ..... 4 12 2 12 2
boroughs comprising New York city:
St. George dropped back into a tie Dailey, cf ......... 4 1112 0 0
Manhattan,
Bronx,
Oueens
and
Rich

In an ancient copy of the Atlantic
for first position as the result of its Thomas, c ....... 4 1
9 RAT OFF.
2 3 10
mond have each contributed two.
defeat in Camden Saturday, but went Bok, lb ........... 4 1
Monthly—of June, 1858, to be exact—
3 11 0 0
while the progressive borough of
14 5 1
an anonymous writer tells the story
Brooklyn has three residents num- ! back at the head of the procession Richards. 2b ..... 4 0
hered among the regulars. The girls last night, with its victory over Grafton, ss ....... 4 1
of his visit to the northern wilds of
Thomaston.
The
figures
now
read:
Boynton, If. p .... 4 1
are big favorites whenever they ex
Maine. He begins his narrative: “I
Won Lost PC. Leonard, rf ..... 4 1
hibit at home, and have played every
LARGER
St.
George
....................
7
5
.583
left Boston In the steamer for Ban
ANO BETTER [
team of any consequence within 100
Camden
...........................
6
5
.545
gor by the outside course” (what
37 8 11 17 27 15
miles of New York city, while in many
IMPROVED IN5
.500
instances two or more appearances Rockland ............. -..... 5
EVERY DEPARTMENT
St. George
steamer would this have been?) and,
Thomaston
....................
4
7
.363
have been made in the same place,
ab r bh th po a
arising early in the morning, he adds:
• • • •
due to the popular demand.
C. Smith, ss ....
4 0 1 2 0 1
“The first land we make Is ManEach spring, a former major
It was raining briskly at 5.45 last Archer, c .........
added FEATUp^tj
Z 2 Z t>
heigan Island, before dawn, and next
leaguer is engaged to ec.och the girls night and nobody thought there Simmons, cf ....
1 2
St. George's Island, seeing two or
and select the team, and it is sur would he a ball game at Community Dwyer. 3b ___
5 12
2 0
three lights. Whitehead, with its
prising to see how readily the girls j Park, but with the first let-up the Davidson, lb .... 4 12
3 8
hare rocks and funereal bell, is In
l The proximity of Oak Grove Cabins respond to his coaching and sugges , St. George and Thomaston team* Schrieber, 2b .... 4 1114
A NET SIXTY-EIGHT
teresting. Next I remember that the
enable those desiring soft drinks and tions. and the effect it has had on the I took the field and managed to get In Poole, p ............ 4 0 0
0 0
Camden Hills attracted my eyes and
----! ice cream to easily procure the same. general playing. Inflelders in par ' a game, which the Harbor boys won | H. Smith, if .... 3 0 0 0 2 0
afterward the hills about Frankford. Carries Off the Honors In The gathering takes place, rain or ticular have been given very careful
11 to 3. Thomaston was minus a Lowell, if ....... 1
0 0 10 0
PAGEANT OF PEKIN*
We reached Bangor about noon.”
shine, and whatever the weather attention and local fans will be sur | couple of Its regulars, and met with Monaghan, rf .... 4
110 0 0
Saturday’s Tournament At outside,
These are geographical allusions
it will be fair within the at prised at the smoothness and grace a further set-back when "Tippy"
the Country Club
tractive building and all will enjoy of the playing, and the remarkably 1 Feehan was compelled to retire on
equally familiar to our sight to
30 6 10 13 24 9 3
clever knowledge of the fine points of | account of an Injury to one of his Camden ........... 17000000 x—8
themselves.
day as to this adventurer into these
the
game
that
the
girls
possess.
Frank H. Ingraham, President.
The small-handicap players brought
i knees. The tabulated score was nut St. George ....... 0 1 0 1 2 0 2 0 0—6 ,
regions of the coast of three-score
Their hatting, fielding, throwing and available this morning, but will ap
off the honors in Saturday's medal
Two-base hits, C. Smith, Simmons. I
base-running
is
as
good
as
any
semiand ten years ago. The only differ play tournament on the Country
CYRUS HILL SIMMONS
pear in Thursday’s Issue.
Davidson. Bennett, Thomas. Three- !
pro.
male
club
and
absolute
satisfac

ence we note—which is the reason Club golf course.
The winner
-----base hits, Curtis Bok. Boynton. Bases j
SENSATIONAL HIGH
• • • •
Vaughan of Port
Cyrus Hill Simmons, 84, died in tion is assured. Fans everywhere
on balls, off Boynton 4. Struck out, ;
for this reprinting of his paragraph was Newell
have
received
this
attraction
with
a
WIRE ACT.
FIRST
Chester and Roxmont. with a gross Friendship, June 29. He was born in
Kickapoo Win* Rubber
by
Boynton
1.
by
Bennett
2,
by
I
’
oole
I
after many years—is th'e writer's 76 and net 68. L. E. Wardwell of iWaldoboro, June 13, 1846,. son of | great dealofinterest and enthusiasm.
4. Double play. C. Smith. Schreiber
The
Kiekapoo
defeated
Rockville
In
TIME
IN
AMERICA
spelling of this historical island's Camden was runner-up with net 71, t Charles i^nd Susan Simmons, and ' and a fast,clean interesting game Is
the odd game of the three-game se and Davidson. Umpires. Nelson and I
name. So far as we know it has al and William Wood took third prize started in early life to follow the sea. , assured.
ries Sunday afternoon by the score of i Mealey. Scorer, Winslow.
ways been Monhegan upon the maps with a net 72. The course is in fine sailing most of the time out of Thom- ------------------------------ ---- --- ---------------- 16 to 1 in seven innings. The game
midsummer condition and is kept aston. He soon rose to the captaincy
.■
"BEANTOWN" HIGH MINDED
was maked by perfect defensive play
and in the pages of historians. Do •busy on these beautiful days. Satur- and had commanded various vessels.
TWICE DAILY 2ANDQPM.
DOORS OPEN 1 AND 7 PM.
ing
by
Troy
of
the
Kickapoo
who
ac

any of our readers recall the spell day’s scores:
For several years when winter set in
Erection of the second largest office |
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
cepted
some
hard
hit
balls.
Rogall
ing Manheigan? We should be curious Newell Vaughn ...
76— 8—68 | he entered th'e grocery store and 35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND pitched a good game and would have building in the world, a 40-story j
71 postoffice conducted by the late Zenas
L. E. Wardwell ....
Grand Stand Chairs and General Admission Tickets
to know.
had a shut out but for two bad mis structure to cost $30,000,000 and an
82-10-72 j cook returning to the sea when
Wni. Wood *...........
Osteopathic Physician
88—13—73
cues. Bray led the sailors in hat other 20-storv building to cost
H. N. McDougall
On
Sale Circus Day At Corner Drug Store, 422
-_.j2_.75 i spring opened. He married Flora A.
K. Veazle ........
ting having a perfect day at bat with $20 000.000 has been announced by [
Upon the right-hand side of the E.
Telephone 136
20—77 Winchenpaw, oldest daughter of the
W H. Rhodes ......
Boston
interests
headed
by
W.
J.
Mc

Main Street
four hits and a sacrifice fly.
2’» 78 ! ja|e rcv Aaron E. and Sarah J. Winwindshield, looking outward, there H. A. .Buffum ......
Donald. real estate broker.
Flans I
F. C Dyer ............
Rockvill*
j}) ig; chenpaw, who died nine years ago.
appears a neat yellow label, testify H. A. Ross
THE DIFFERENT SHOW FROM CALIFORNIA
ab r bh po a e
Mr. Simmons retired from the sea
......... 89—10—79
E. Robinson ..
G.
Starr,
c
.............
91&93-94
4 0 1 4 0 0
ing to the fact that we have had our
.........
95
—
1'.
-80
irence Shaw
years age. Not being contended
latter, will be begun about
Hela, ss ................... 3 0 0 0 9 1
H 16 M
Jones .........
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
car tested, in accordance with the
......... 97— 16— 81
C. .Ladd .........
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu A. Starr. 3b, If ...... 4 0 1 0 2 0
Save-a-Bife Campaign Proclamation
.......... 103—23—61
i.M. Ihvinal .....
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises G. Lofman, cf, p .... 4 0 0 1 0 0
.......... 101 — 18 -83 was forced to retire four years ago
\V. iFoss .........
issued by Governor Gardiner. “Ex
N. Lofman, 2b....... 3 1 o' 4 1 1
.......... 106—22—84
Allen .......
when
and
made
his
home
with
his
daughter
perience,” so the proclamation be Marcus Chandler, no card.
Hamalin, lb ......... 3 I 1 7 0 0
at Friendship village. He is sur
METHYL BALM
Saunders, p, 3b ... 3 0 1 0 3 0
gins, “has demonstrated that a con
vived by a son Jesse W. Simmons of
INGRAHAM REUNION
M. Starr, If, p ....... 3 0 1 2 1 1
will bring almost instant relief?
Lewiston, a daughter Blanche K.
siderable portion of the accidents in
Hall, rf ................... 3 0 1 0 o 0
The fiftieth reunion of the descend Wallace of Friendship: sister Abbie
A scientifically compounded ex*
volving motor vehicles is directly
K.
Fernald
of
Waldoboro;
and
sev

ternal application that should be
Total ................... 30 9 6 18 9 3
chargeable to defective mechanism ants of Job. Joseph, Josiah and Nancy eral grandchildren. Flora A. Wallace
Ingraham takes place at Penobscot
in every home. Sold only at
w
Kickapoo
or equipment.” So we had t,he brakes View Grange hall. Glencove. Thurs- of Friendship and others at Lewiston.
Funeral serviced were held at his
ab r bh pb a e
Johnston’s Drug Store
tested, and the lights, and one thing day, with the family tree coat of arms
Bray, rf ................ 4 0 4 1 0 0
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
and another, and the result was this and other things of interest pertain old home at Goose River. Friend
ship Lodge, F. A. M. officiated. Mr.
Troy, ss ................ 5 1 2 1 3 0
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
neat yellow label, announcing to ing to the family on’ exhibition. Simmons had been a Mason for over
Snow, cf ................ 5 2 9 1 0 0
Anyone having photographs, docu
75 cent*
whomever It may concern that we had ments, letters or anything of interest 60 years. Interment was in the Con
Roc?all, p .............. 4 9 3 4 2 0
62tf
Owners of the Dodge Six and
The strength and permanent silence
Dickinson, lb ...... 3 2 1 5 0 0
made our initial contribution to the relating to the Ingraham forbears or don yard on the Waldoboro road.
Drinkwater, 3b ._ 2 3 0 1 0 2
of the Mono-Piece Steel Bodies
Eight are gratified that the features
month’s campaign inaugurated by the history' is requested to bring it to
4 9 2 1 0 0
State Highway Police, for the elimi the reunion. Judge Edward K. Gould.
reflect freedom from upkeep ex
which contribute most notably to
Tendleton, 2b ......
4 2 i 1 3 0
Son of the American Revolution and
nation of accident and injury from Member of Maine Historical Society,
the pleasure of owning these cars
pense as well as greater safety. The
Holbrook, if .......... 4 2 2 0 0 t
—
— — — —
the highways of Maine. It is a piece who is gathering information relative
are also responsible for their econ
internal weatherproof hydraulic
3
Total .................. ...35 16 18 21 8
of good citizenship th'at we feel to those who took part in the Revo
brakes, which give such reassur
omy, dependability and long life.
Two-base hits, Troy, Barnes.
lution will be present, as well as Com
proud to join a hand to.
Three-base Tilts, Holbrook. Sacrlmander F. iS. Philbrick of the G.A.R.
ingly positive stops, are self-equal
flee ffy, Bray. Bases on balls,off
The carefully-perfected balance of
with his violin. Miss Lorna Post is
It is to that recognized authority chairman of the entertainment com
izing—require no costly adjusting
Rogall. 1, Saunders 2, M. Starr t
the engines means less vibration.
Struck out by Rogall 6, Saunders 2,
the Weather Bureau we find ourselves mittee and musical numbers are as
Felt linina
—reduce wear on tires. *
The floating comfort on the road
M. Statr 1. Hit by pitchier, N. Lof
around edge
indebted for the information that the sured on the program. Those having
of cover
man. Hella. Barnes. Umpire. Sproue.
means that the engine and chassis,
Now more than ever before. Dodge
July just ended was th'e hottest children are ask«*d to have them take
Scorer, Wiesenberg.
part and all are requested to come
as well as the passengers, are virtu
cars combine all of the factors
month recorded since weather bu- early for the picnic dinner and en
1234567rhe
Rockville ............. 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 6'3
reauing became established. From joy the beauties of nature.
All
ally free from shock and strain.
you want most in a motor car.
Kickapoo ............ 85012x 16 18 3
July 4 to July 30 there was no day friends of the family are invited and
• • • •
Dodge
Six
—
*
835
to
*935,
f. o. b. factory
anyone
who
has
previously
attended
when 100 degrees of heat failed to
Camden 8, St. George 6
will be sure of a cordial welcome.
Dodge
Eight
—
*1095
to
*1145,
f o. b. factory
be registered somewhere in the coun
Camden went on a batting spree in
try. And we are warned that
the second Inning of its game with
St. George, at Camden Saturday,
August is to prove equally fierce.
3'Corkboard
. THE MARATHON CAR
sending 11 men to bat,.and hitting
or other
Nothing of this sort befell the coast
iuiteble insulation
for a total of 13 bases. Singles were
STOPS AT NOTHING
of Maine. Here wo believe there
made by Dailey, Grafton and Leon
were two or three spasmodic ges
Blistering heat, mountain trails, mud or sand—-it's all the
ard. doubles by Bennett and Thomas
^Reinforcement ban
and triples by Curtis Bok and Boyn
tures toward the early nineties, but
same to the standard Dodge Eight sedan which is continu
ton. Into this melee were injected
this was so evanescent that one
ously crossing the country in the Dodge Mileage Marathon.
two expensive errors, but for which
50c value
scarcely hhd opportunity to comment
No greater demonstration of dependability has ever been
the tally would not have been nearly
upon the fact. Here is where in
as large, and St. George would have
attempted. Over18,000 miles have been run in the first 34 days.
won . as subsequent developments
summer time one is assured of atmos
showed.
pheric comfort. This is among the
“Kelley” Poole was in the box when
Dodge Eight closed ears are factory-wired for immediate installation of Transitone,
reasons why the vacation travel to
1—It will conserve temperatures.
the barrage occurred, and be it said
the pioneer automobile radio. Other models will be equipped
Maine goes on steadily enlarging its
to his everlasting credit that in the
The Finest Brand of Briar Pipes
on order. Ask for a demonstration.
2— It will save ice.
remaining six innings he allowed
proportions.
Copyright 1930 by Dodge Brothers Corporation
8C0
3— Mechanical refrigeration can be
Camdert only three scattered hits.
Boynton
was
on
the
mound
for
Cam

Helen Wills Moody, that champion
installed in this tank.
den and kept St. George’s hits well
ship exponent of the possibilities in
apart until the seventh when Archer.
tennis, gives it as her opinion that
Simmons and Dwyer touched him un
cial Assortment
Assort
One Special
of
ifor successive lilts. The visitors were
silver contest cups should bo listed as
$3.00
LOO Melanos
Melanc
in a fair way to overtake the home
Junk. We suppose cups must be
team when a mighty heave by Ben
come wearisome to those who in any
nett <topped Dwyer at the plate.
athletic sport have the faculty always
It was deemed the part of pru
of being a winner. To those lagging
dence to send Bennett into the box
and lie shut out the opposing team
in the hopeless rear of the proces
In the eighth thanks to the beautiful
Matt this cnutK'n to offict nrarest you
sion it may be another matter. To
Regular price 5 for 25c; now
catch made by Thurston when Sim
the golfer, for illustration, who year
Portland Cement Association
mons drove out a liner that every
Hfter year stolidly plugs his way
body thought tagged for two bases.
10 High Street
Cal. Smith was on third at the time
Rockland, Maine
around In a hundred—what would be
BOSTON
and Archer was roosting on the mid
the Joy If he could point to but a
Please 6cnd me your lree booklet on "Milk Cooling Houses o! Concrete.”
dle sack. In this connection the
single silver cup, brought out of a
writer pauses to say that Richards
Name
_________ _
____ _____ _____________________
contest In which by miracle all his
was the fielding star of the game,
accepting nine of his 10 chances. An
clubs were working in a delightful
PIPE DEPT.
Su Address (orR_E.D.)____________________ ___________________ ___ ......
other beautiful play was that made
harmony. Such a trophy shining
Opposite Waiting Room
by Davidson on the foul knocked by
City------------------- ----------- ------------------ ----- ----------------------State....................................
LOWEST l»ltl( 1 l» (\lt l \ l it Ol l l ltl ll IlN ( llltNSI I II MOTORS
upon the parlor mantel would crown
ROCKLAND, MAINE
mcTomr [
Curtis Bok in the first inning. The

AI

11 11

ROCKLAND
TCX
MONDAY
VT.
PLEASANT STREET SHOW GROUNDS
Ample Free Parking Space

WALK | OVER

McLAIN SHOE STORE

Walk-Over Sign

Rockland

’GREAT
GRETONAS1

I

DdDG

ILITY

TRUE ECONOMY

is more than price deep

FROM MILKING TIME TO
MARKETING
TIME

Smoke!

French Briar Pipes

29c

Kaywoodie Pipes

An insulated concrete tank is per
manent, easily cleaned, always san
itary and moderate in cost.

$3.00, $3.50

Melano Pipes

$1.69

444 Cigars

Free Construction Plans

Blueprints and instructions for
building an insulated concrete
milk cooling tank sent free—use
this coupon.

SIX AND BISKr
Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

8 for 25c

•
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his life With triumph.

popular St. George first baseman ran
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Pleasant Valley Grange meets to
Wiscasset Is to have “open houst
night.
day" Wednesday Aug. 13, Hl a. m. to
8 p. m., standard. The tickets are 32
Stick” Smith playing at the Spear
hall this Wednesday evening for the
Mrs. Samuel bevy received seven
R.F.V.A. dance.
injuries Saturday night, when hei
motor car plunged! acros sthe Street
Francis Fisher, Jr., is employed on Railway-track into a pole. The ac
the yacht “The Shrew,” which is at cident is said to have been due to
blinding headlights. Lieut. A. W.
Dark Harbor for the summer.
Cushman of the State Highway Po
Last week’s prizes at Carr's bowl lice investigated.
ing alleys: Haines, 133; C. W. WJnRockland meets Camden at Cam
slow, 124; Goodwin, 121; V. Norton,
den in tonight's Twilight league
119.
game. The boys will retire early to
Regular meeting of
Rockland night and refrain from cigarette smok
Lodge, F. A. M. tonight, with work ing in order to be in proper training
on Entered Apprentice and Fellow- for their game with the New York
Bloomer Girls at Community Park
craft degrees.
tomorrow afternoon.
The Veteran Firemen have leased
Spear hall and will resume their
Good progress is living made by
Wednesday
night
dances
with the American Legion's “tin to Bos
■“.Stick” Smith orchestra.
ton" committees, and 20 member,
have already made Pullman reserva
Members of Winslow-Holbrook Post tions. If you are a Legionnaire and
are asked to meet at 1.14 Wednesday planning to attend the National Con
to attend the funeral of their late vention. get in touch witli Comman
Comrade Arthur N. Lawrence.
der Cates or the committee at or.ee.

Aug. 4-6—New Waterville Fair.
Aiic
4-9—Legion Oretta at old Clrrua
(■rounds.
Aug. 3, Union—Fair and ftupiwr at iMasnOK
ball.
Anc. 3— Kno* County O. E. S. Field Day at
Penobscot View Grange ball.
Aug. 5—-Special session of Legislature con
venes.
Anc. 3—"Old Peabody Pew," Hope Corner
Church.
,
Aug. 6—Washington, at Grange ball, mlu•suromcr sale of Ihe Community and Guild.
Aug. 6—Rockport, Baptist .Midsummer fair.
Aug. 10—Ash I’olnt, Old Timers’ reunion at
Ginn's Point.
Aug. Il-Al G. Barnes’ cirrus In Rockland.
Aug. 12-14 New Belfast Fair.
Aug. 11 - Kno\ County Fish & Game Asso
ciation meets at the Camden Yacht Club.
Aug. 14 d’hoebe Crosby concert, Unlversa11st Church.’
Aug. 14 Owl’s Head Church fair.
Aug. 11 State field meeting of the Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences at the Knox
Arboretum.
Aug. 13— AlartlnSXllle. annual fair and
supper of Ladies’ Circle at grange hall.
Aug 13 Annual Field Pay of Three-Quartec
'Century Club at Waterville fair ground.
INote change in date. J ,
Aug. 19- -Bobbins family reunion at fin
home of Mrs. 31 a.v F. 'Robbins, East Union.
Aug. i20 -Thomaston, annual fair on the
Mall.
Aug. 25-26 Music festival at iLakewood.
Aug. 29- Republican fwhlrlwlnd tour In
Mrs. S. S. Lewis of Vinalhaven
Knox County.
Aug. 28- Hoffses family at Falller farm, sends us today a three-headed dahlia.

North ■Cushing.

Rockport, .Johnson Society lawn And when anybody is able to beat
I
that for a curiosity we will be glad
Sept. 5-G—'Simonton Community fair.
to report it.
Sept. 8—State election.

Aug. 20

party ami /air.

Alton Littlefield, adyertising man

COMING REUNIONS

Aug. 7—Ingraham family, at Penobscot ager of the Central Maine Power
Vlfw Grange hall, Glencove.
Company, will speak to the Lions
Aug. 13—Descendants of Ebenezer Hall, at Club tomorrow on the Bingham Dam,
Penobscot View Grange hall, Glencove.
Aug. 17— Light family at the home of W. W. stereopticon views being shown.
Light, Washington.
Aug. 19—Robbins family at the home of
Mrs. Bernice Snowman is substitutMrs. May . Robbins, East Union
Aug 21 -Starrett-Spear families at Re 1 ing in the office <>f the Camden &
union Grove Farm, Warren.
,
____ ___
|(Rockland Water Company
while
Mrs.

grove** North "varrenml,y ** th* Harrey Post I Blanche De Rocher is having her anAug. 27 The Kalloch family at Arthur D.i Dual vacation.
Kalloch's, Thomaston.

R. B. Fillmore, who hasVeen spend
ing the winter with his daughter in
Presque Isle is In Cushing for the
summer. '

s

Deacon Osmond A. Palmer will
lead the praise and prayer servico
at the First Baptist Church vestry,
Hummer street entrance, this (Tues
day) evening, commencing at 6.15
p. m.

Oscar M. Ellems of the Central Fire
Station crew left Sunday night fOtThe meeting of the Republican
Brockton, where he will be joined by Women’s Club, scheduled for last
friends for a trip to the ProvThcfes. 1 night, was postponed out of respect
‘ .
—
-I for Arthur N. Lawrence. The Wed
The Rockland Band played to an- nesday matinee of the Legion Circus
bther large and appreciative audienr^; was postponed for the same cause.
in Northport Sunday. The Band is
Lewis Clark is home from Platts
playing at the trhtting park Wednes
day and Thursday and is engaged to burg, N. Y„ on his annual vacation.
play at Tenant’s Harbor, Labor Day, Mr. Clark has completed his duties
there and will go in the fall to Rider
College. Trenton, N. J., to have
Through R. U. Collins’ real estate charge of teacher training.
agency Miss Cora Perry of Malden,
Mass., has sold a lot of land at
The name of Mrs. Arthur Wisner
X'onper's Beach to Mrs. Annie Merri- was inadverlently omitted from the
fich,. who is said to lie considering the fancy work table committee of St.
building of a cottage there.
Peter’s fair. Mrs. Wisner who is in
•
~—
Rockland for the summer was one of
Miss Olive Edwards resumed her th'e most enthusiastic workers for the
duties in the Knox Registry of Deeds fair.
yesterday, having completely recov
ered from her surgical operation of
Twenty-five members of Knox
seme weeks ago. Mrs. Elmer Joyce Aerie of Eagles held a very pleasant
of Camden, a former clerk la that outing at Green's Island Sunday,
otlice has substituted in her absence. making the trip with Capt. Stuart
Ames in the Calista G. Morrill. An
Winslow-Holbrook Post and the abundance of lobsters and a supermanagement of the circus which is excellent fish chowder made the
being given this .week under its luncheon hour a happy one for the
auspices have done a very creditable boys.
/ thing in donating free passes for poor
Wendell Thornton has returned
children. These will he distributed by
Charles M. Cook, a Tillson avenue from a business trip to Massachu
merchant whose own benevolent setts. In Hanover he consulted with
deeds for these children are so well the superintendent of schools con
cerning his approaching work as
known.
director and teacher of Eng
,----> athletic
Rev. 11. J. Moore of Poughkeepsie, lish and Chemistry in Ihe High School
N- Y„ who is at Tenant's Harbor on and teacher of English in the Junior
Jtis annual vacation is finding his High School.
summer well occupied between the
Cards received from Miss Berla M.
erection of a new cottage, and “root
ing" for the St. George ball team ip Lord, who is spending her vacation
the Knox County League. Mr. Moor’s with relatives in Calais, report that
is a staunch supporter of all legiti Shte Is having a delightful time. Her
mate sports, and is backing the boy> position as stenographer, in the law
from the Harbor with all the en office of Frank H. Ingraham, is being
temporarily filled by Miss Augusta B.
tliusiasm in his possession.
Healey, who was formerly employed
by Mr. Ingraham in that capacity.
Members of the Ralph Ulmer Camp
will entertain the ladies of the'
Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., was wel
Auxiliary with a picnic dinner at
comed into membership at the Forty
John Ranlett's cottage. ChickaClub yesterday. Dr. Linwood T. Rog
waukie Lake next Sunday. Take
ers opened his program chairman
howls, mugs and silver. Speck
ship with A. T. Littlefield, advertising
guests of the auxiliary will be t *
department president, Mrs. Smith, director of the Central Maine Power
Co., who presented an Illustrated talk
and Mr. Smith of Augusta. After
on the Wyman Dam. Plans were
dinner a short business meeting will
made for a visitation of the Boy
be held.
Scout camp at Megunticook.

EtheT Condon, the ID-year-old in
field wonder who covers second ba^c
for the New York Httomer Girls, Is
easily the most colorful female base
ball player ever known. She attracts
the attention of fans as soon as she
gets to the held and causes enthu
siastic comment wherever she plays.
She has been written up by more
sporting writers than any other fe
male athlete. She was originally dis
covered by the late Sam Crane, for
mer major leaguer and well-known
sports writer of the New York Eve
ning Journal, who \yas responsible for
her joining the Bloomer Girls. The
team plays with Rockland at Com
munity Park tomorrow afternoon at
& o'clock.
.
r

At the local garages there have'
been busy doings, since August
opened, with the details of car test
ing called for h.v the State Police, who
are charged with the safety of all
users of the highways. It is a fun
damental part of the Save-a-Life
Campaign which is to he carried on In
Maine during the month. This
service includes
examination of
brakes, horns, steering mechanism,
windshield wipers and mirrors. Own
ers and operators of motor vehicles
are urged to avail themselves of this
service of examination for which no
charge is made, and if defects in
mechanism are found, to have them
corrected. It is all in the line of life
saving and protection against acci
dent.

Mrs. Arlio M. Pillsbury, proprietor
of the Pillsbury studio in Central
block, was In Waterville this week
to attend the convention at which ahe
Maine Photographers' Association
was organised. Among Ihe features
of that gathering were the demon
stration of new lighting effects. Sixty
members of the craft were present
including E. J. Bernier of Brunswick.
wHo is an operator in connection
with' the Pillsbury studio.
The month of July saw only three
marriage Intentions filed at City
Clerk Keene's office. But Cupid is
apparently back on the job for that
number was filed yesterday—Regi
nald G. Henderson of Thomaston and
Ruth H. Stearns of Rockland: Roy Le
Branch^ of Dexter and Helen E. Rich
of Rockland; Elof Benson and Velma
Baton, both of Rockland. The inten
tions of Alden Davis and Catherine
Marks, both of Rockland have also
been filed.

The (Harrow View House, London
held its annual sports recently and
among the guests was Princess Marie
Louise, who was welcomed by a large
group of boys, parents and frlendk,
and who distributed the prizes. Sons
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B. Richard
son. formerly of Rockland, were
among the successful conestants,
Frederick being first In the 100-yard
scratch and Charles second in the
60-yard scratch.
The IRIchardson
boys are making good In their
scholarship rating as well as in ath
Freeman Tilden, author ahd short letics and are very popular with their
story writer, with liis wife and three schoolmates.
children, was a dinner guest Thurs
The Temple Heights Spiritualist
day of Prof. Henry T. Baker of
Goucher College, Baltimore, who is Society will hold its 48th annual
spending the summer vacation at his campmeeting at its grounds in
Rockland home. Messrs. Tilden and Northport, Aug. 17-24 with the fol-j
Baker h'ave enjoyed intimate friend lowing able and well-known speak
ship for several years, due to their ers: Rev. Millieent Wilson of Wake
mutual interest and participation in field. Mass., Rev. Frederick A. 'Wiggin
literary work. The Tildn family Has D.D. of Boston and Mrs. Olga Gunn
been at Rockledge Inn. Spruce Head, of Westport, Conn. Mrs. Gunn, who
for a few days, and was returning to is one of New England's best psychics
New Hampshire. Mr. Tilden, who will lecture at Megunticook Grange
has lately returned from abroad and hall, Camden, Aug. 18, at 7 p. m.
is writing a series of economic standard time. All are invited* and
articles for World’s Work, says that they are asked to present the subject
the Industrial conditions nre veijf they would most like to hear dis
bad across the water, particularly In cussed by this talented speaker. The
etter the subject the more Interest
England, China and Japan, wh
ing the leeture,
millions are unemployed,

Page Three

FRIENDSHIP

Mrs. Myron Mank and daughter
'.ueille are visiting the former's par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wotton.
The Adventist Sunday School had
t picnic Wednesday at R. It. Thomp
son's. There were 70 present and a
delightful day is reported. The com
mittee in eh;t ge was Mahlon Timberlake. Beatrice Bramhall anil Luther
Wotton.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thompson of
Marblehead have been visiting Mr.
ind Mrs. Harry Thompson on Long
Island.
Their yacht
Mayflower
anchored in Friendship harbor.
Mrs. t’hlllips Elliott of New York
city is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank
C. Foster.
Mr. and Mrs. (H. 'L. Irossa, Miss
Virginia Gay and Dr. Frank C.
d'Elseaux motored to Conway, N. H.,
We have marked down about I 50 of our Summer
art 'I’uesday. •
8 White Coats, sizes I 4 to 18,
$5,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Muther and
Dresses for immediate clearance.
family and Mr. and Mrs. Andreas
8 Coats, all pastel shades, 16 to 38,
5.
llartel, Jr., and family motored Wed
56 formerly 5.95,
$3.98
nesday to Pemaquid Beach.
5 Velvet Coats, size 20 and 40,
7
Mr. and Mrs. David L. McCarty and
44 formerly 9.50 and 10.50,
5.95
family of Itockland visited friends
Final Big Reduction on all our Spring Coats
That box of flowering geraniums n tills place Sunday.
50 formerly 14.95,
7.50
tyrman Southworth, V. D. Arm
in the W. H. Glover Co. show window
strong and R. W. Armstrong of Bos
More Panama Hats,
1.95
makes a pretty notff of decoration.
I 1 formerly 25.00,
19.50
ton spent tile weekend with their
Austin Smith is justly proud of the
families here.
fact that the plants were grown on
Mrs. Edgar Bosworth is in Holyoke.
In the lot are Shantungs, Crepes, Georgettes
the spot, and that the young women
Mass., on business.
of the office staff see to it that they
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Wallace and
receive feminine attention.
family of Boston are visiting at Capt.
Frank Poland's.
Rockland citizens who attended
Ernest Parker of Winchester was
the huge Tercentenary observation on guest of Miss Dorothy Armstrong
Boston Common Monday night were last week.
pleasantly surprised to see a Rock
Miss Janet Taylor Is spending the
land girl. Miss Beth Hagar, lead the remainder of the summer with her
great chorus of 212 voices.
Miss mother, Mrs. Edgar Bosworth after
Hagar's connection with the event month of July.
Red Label—12 Momme
came from her work in the American Itavlnf been at eamp during the
A towel you would expect to pay 21c to 25c for; '-■
Institute of Normal Methods from
Miss Meta Bachmann and Philip
which she was graduated Tuesday Reed of Newtonvllle and Mrr. and
size 20x40, white with colored borders
night. Among the first to congrau- Mrs. Ross Guilford of Auburndale re
late Miss Hagar at the completion of turned to their homes Sunday after
the exercises Were Rev. and Mrs. B. passing a week’s vacation here.
P. Browne, now of Winchester, Mass.,
Miss Mona Fishbaek of New York
Pure Silk, Japanese Government Red Label quality,
formerly of the First Baptist Church. is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clement
a typical Senter Crane value at 29c
Rinehart.
Morris Simonson and
Charles
With the return to St. Loui3 yes
terday of E. S. Healey the inter-town (Iowan of Madison, N. J., are visit
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
pitch tournament participated In by ing at L, Tompkins', Jr.
fWillis Ramskoll spent the weekend
N. C. Austin of Waldoboro. J. H. Mc
Grath and W. W. Case of Rockland at The Spruces.
LIGHT FAMILY
Mrs. Lura Fales un a motor trip to have recently entertained the follow
Miss Virginia Gay and Dr. F. C.
and Mr. Healey lias drawn to a close.
WITH GOLDEN VOICE
The annual reunion of the descend
Roothihay Harbor and Southport ing house guests: Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Official reports from the Austin villa d'Elseaux visited friends and rela
Thursday.
Dwyer, son and daughter of Med ants of Peter Light will be held at the
in Waldoboro would make it appear tives in Clarryville, N. Y„ over the
home of W. W. Light. Washington,
The Great New Atwater Kent
that the Austin-Case combination weekend.
Mrs. Lulu Allen of Moira, N. Y„ ford. Mr. and Mrs. Charles V. Clem
Aug. 17, 1930. Picnic dinner. Please
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Vanarsdale,
was the winner, but this claim was
Radio Will Make Its DeKUest of her mother. Mrs. Jean ent and son Vernon of Danvers, Mrs. bring pastry. All descendants urged
Chester Clement of Everett, Mass.,
branded as “preposterous" by Mr. Jr., of New York visited their son at
intrant.
to be present.
Healey, as he boardeed the train for Camp Wapello over Ihe weekend.
but August 5
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Serlvens and Mrs. Richard Luscomb of Port 92-93
Lotta Jones. Sec.
Laneha Platt of Washington. D. C.,
the West, and he bases his charge on
----were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. land.
statistics kept by John F. Sullivan visited Dr. Anna Platt at Greystones To Ihe Public:—
ROBBINS FAMILY
K. Thorndyke.
the official scorer, showing that the over the weekend.
Three Million Dollar Year
The Robbins reunion will he held
Thousands of Atwater Kent dealMiss Ethel Holbrook of Kent's Hill
The Union Aid at South Waldo
Healey-McGrath
team
made
28
ers throughout the w orld w ill hear [ lias employment with Mrs. F. J.
A
special prize for the largest Tuesday, Aug. 19, at the home of Mrs.
points, as against 25 accumulated by boro is solding a supper at their A. Atwater Kent personally address ,Ba„m for a few weeks.
volume of business written during May F. Robbins, East Union.
the Austin-Case team. Furthermore church nevt Thursday. The publie them Tuesday. August 5—will hear
May F. Robbins, Sec.
Miss Carrie Fullerton of Somer the past year by any member of :»
it is cited that Mr. Healey in a three- is cordially invited. Receipts will be him through the new—Atwater Kent
13-95
ville is visiting her father, Frank nation-wide insurance organization,
handed contest won three successive used to repair the church,
Rndiowlth the Golden Voice.
was awarded to Dr. C. A. Albright of
iFullerton.
Mrs. Elizabeth McKeon and daugh
nights. And it now remains to be
Assembled with their respective
Milwaukee, who closed life insurance
seen what reply the Monarch of Me ter of Schenectady, N. Y., are spend distributors, on this date Atwater I
benefit supper Friday night applications totaling more than three
ing their vacation with Mrs. Eliza Kent dealers will see—will hear—will "as successful financially as 370 was
domak will make.
million dollars. Since Dr. Albright
beth Rishell.
examine—the newest and greatest set netted.
started in the insurance business in
The "Sea Rat" with Charles Bick in the history of the industry. A
BORN
Mrs. Eugene Clement and son Wll- 1905 he has written more than
And His Orchestra Playing at the
I»A VIS—At East Itberty. July 8. to -Mr. anil ford, Nils Asther and Raquel Tones striking original program has been lis of Winthrop and Miss Ida ChamMrs. Elmer Paris (Harriet Esaney), a as stars will he the feature picture at developed, one that will serve to put ibers of Everett, M'as-s., are guests of $52,000,000 protection and his aver
SPEAR HALL
age for the past ten years has been
daughter, Charlinc Marie.
the Playhouse Wednesday night.
the New Atwater Kent Radio through Mrs. Elizafbeth Babb.
close
to
three
millions
annually.
Mrs. Rita Poland of Boston visited its paces against backgrounds of in
WED. EVG., AUG. 6
Harry Wiggin and son Vincent or
DIED
Mrs. Cleveland Burns over the week strumental and vocal music that will Hartford returned home Sunday after
Featuring
WINCHENBAUGH FAMILY
KORItlX'S—At Thomaston. Aug. 4, Elison C. end.
peal to all.
a week’s vacation at their summer
Rohhlns. aged 74 years. 3 months, 5 days
The thirty-first annual reunion of
Mrs.
Herbert
Simmons
is
visiting
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock, daylight,
This program will be of interest not home here.
Mrs. Washburn and the Winchenbaugh family will be
Libby, the Banjo Artist
from Sawyer A .Simmons parlors.
relatives, in Portland.
only to the assembled dealers, but to daughter Fulvia who have been house held at Beach Farm Inn, Jefferson
CHASE-- At Rockland, Aug. 3, Eunice Staples
of the Keith Circuit
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua N. Southard of cqu‘nth.ss
millions
of
listeners guests of Mrs. Wiggin for a fort- Lake, on Wednesday, Aug. 13. If
Chase, aged 93 years. 15 days. Funeral
Tuesday a 2 p. m. from late residence. (Iran- Rockland were guests of friends in | throughout the world as it presents night, returned to Connecticut With I stormy, first fair day.
POPULAR PRICES
town Saturday night.
many unusual features.
street.
")em'
Flossie J. Mank, Secy
Andreas Hartel, Jrr., returned to ,
outstanding is the event to he
DEVINE—At Rockland. Aug. 3 Marion J',
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Clementi
Waldoboro,
R.
2,
Box
104.
93-91
daughter of Mr. and Mrs William Devine, West Newton Sunday, after spend- ceje|jral(?(j—official release of the
aged 1 year. 11 months. 24 days. Funeral
Tuesday at ;i.38 p. in. from 19 South street. ing «\\ o weeks vacation with his fam- | xew Atwater Kent with the Golden
Voice—that a National Golden Voice
LAWRENCE At Rockland. Aug. 4. Arthur N ily here.
Lawrence, aged 33 years. 19 days. Military
Ten of the campers from Camp , Ratification I’aty was deemed the
funeral from IE. IM. Lawrence’s Wednesday Larry Stokes and Richard Backus ! only appropriated and fitting way’ to
at 2 p. m.
\\ apello under the supervision of , celebrate this great event. ConseCRANDALL- At Rockland, Aug 5. Ceorgia
Pendleton Crandall, aged 43 years Funeral went on a four-days camping trip last , quently one of the most farfiung net
Wednesday at 18 a. m. ffrotn 19 Center work to Mooschead Lake. They made works in the history of broadcasting
street.
the trip in Alfred Morton’s truck has been developed to bring before
BEATON At Rockland. Aug, 5. Mary Etta driven by’ Charles Grant.
the public the merits of the New
Beaton, aged 28 years. 1 months. 9 days.
Miss Dorothy Armstrong returned Golden Voiced product of the world’s
Funeral Thursday at 2 p. m. from late resi
dence. 15 Jefferson street.
to Boston Sunday after spending largest radio fafetory. After Aug. 8
weeks vacation with her I this new radio can he seen at the auBLAKE At Bangor. jAug. 2. Verdllla A. three
widow of Isaac Blake, aged '73 years, 8 mother, Mrs. Marilla Armstrong.
thorized dealer’s store, John A. Karl
months, 18 days. . Funeral Tuesday at 2
Mrs. Eleanore Hartel. Miss Fran- | & Co., 3C5 Main street. Rockland, Me.
p. ni . daylight, at Ernest Holman's, West
Rockport.
ces Muther, Miss Mary Armstrong. -adv.
SfM'MONS At Friendship. June 29. Cyrus Richard Wilder. W. L. Tompkins. Jr.
Hill Simmntoint, aged 84 years. 18 days.
Morris Simonson and Charles Gowan
SOUTH THOMASTON
LEACH—At Warren. Aug. 3. (Nathan iM went to Bar Harbor Sunday.
Leach, aged 58 years. 1 month. 29 days.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Richardson and
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock, standard.
f
Mr. and Mrs. William Clement en
FALES At Thomaston. Aug. 5. Lucy E. son of Medford, Mass., are visiting
Fales. aged 80 years. 4 months, 12 days.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Poland,
tertained 17 guests Sunday at a pic
HfLT At Bar Harbor. July i—, Sarah Hilt. dent of the Moxie Co., and Mrs. nic dinner. The guests were from
Burial at Warren.
Frank Thompson, former presi- Rockland, Massachusetts and Florida.
Thompson are visiting Mr. and
--------Mrs
Ilerbert Farnham of Swanville was.
IN MEM0RIAM
In loving memory of IMillard /F. Weymouth Harry Thompson at their summer e-. calling on friends in town Sunday,
tate on Long Island. Their yacht , Erank See. a Chinese student at ,
who passed away Aug 5, 1928.
Mayflower is anchored in the harbor Harvard, is working in town in the
Today recalls sad memories
Of a loved tone pone to rest,
Jack Armstrong of Providence jnterest of hotter education and gave i
And those that think of him today ,
spent the weekend with Capt. Frank fore the Sunday school. He will j
Are those that hived him best.
More and more each day we miss him.
' . ..
„
speak again next Sunday morning
Friends may think the wound has healed,
Mr. and Mrs. George Morros Haag an interesting Halk last .Sunday beBut they little know the sorrow
(Priscilla Webster) of Boston, sum tions regarding China or any of his
That lies within our hearts concealed.
mer visitors here, are receiving con- and is willing to answer any ques•
Wife and Daughters, Father and Mother
gratulations
on the birth'
a son
.
,
mt
■ he
»
Aug j
uuul of a
5on’ 'extensive
travels.
The
work
is
CARD OF THANKS
____________
introducing will be a very valuable
We wish to extend our sincere thanks and
aid to any child who has it in his
appreciation to everybody who helped In any
Fish have a highly developed sense
and oannot but result in a
way to make our benefit supper a success. of hearing, says the Bureau of Fish- home
...
,
. . .
. .
Very gratefully,
erics.
We
would
like
to
feel
that
higher
standard ctf work In the gramMrs. Julia N. Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Fred IM.
that big trout heard what we called
Kiades,
Allen.
•South Thomaston
him when he got off our hook last ,Mr' an(] Mr"' Zebedee Simmons
ALL THE BEEF TO BE SOLD IN THIS SALE IS CUT FROM GOOD QUALI
were guests of Mrs. Helen Fales and
Saturday.—Southern Lumberman.

Ill

Clearance of Summer
Goods
✓

Women's and Misses' Sizes

Buy Now For Saving

DRESSES

COATS

Cotton Is Cheap

A New Low Price

See These

PONGEE

TOWELS

29c

15c each

"STICK” SMITH

MORE SAVINGS
AT FOODLAND

BEEF SALE
Top Round Steak lb 29c
Botton Round Steak 24c
Marrow Soup Bones 10c
Chuck Roast
lb 16c
Pot RoaSt Bottom Round lb 24c

CARD OF THANKS -

TY WESTERN STEERS PROPERLY AGED AND OFFERED TO YOU AT
ITS BEST. THIS EXPLANATION OF QUALITY IS MADE BECAUSE THE
PRICE IS SO LOW.
____________

We wish to thank all who were so kind to
our father, the late A. F. A’ose, especially W.
•I. Bryant and Mrs. J. W. Savward; also those
who sent flowers for the funeral.
Mr. and IMrs. -O. AV. Carroll.

WHEN IN BOSTON—Kememoer tnat you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at the O’.d South News Agency
Washington St., next Old South Church.

The
New York
Tailor
ANNOUNCES
A New Fall and Winter Line of

Made To Order
Clothes

FRESH
Every Morning
Our Produce Is Fresh From the Garden
Every Morning
FRUITS AND FANCY VEGETABLES
HIGHEST QUALITY—ABSOLUTELY FRESH

Coat and Pants $20.25

Full Suit, Overcoat $23.50
AND SAY!
We Reline and Remodel FURS—
Do All Sorts of Cleaning, Press
ing and Repairing in a Skillful
and Up-to-.Dato Fashion

Hanley & Brown

Campbell’s Tomato Soup

Crab Nfleat
Asparagus Tips
Evaporated Milk

Full Case
$3.59

4 cans 29c

can 29c
can 29c
3 cans 23c

WHOLESALE PRODUCE
Tillson Ave.

502 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Corner Summer and Main Sts.

Native String Beans 3 cans 29c
Pure Lard
2 lbs 23c
Ginger Ale
2 bottles 25c
Del Monte Sliced Peaches
2 can/ 25c
P 6 G Soap
7 cakes 25c

Rockland

Tels, 1235—1236
86-88

PERRY’S MARKET

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 5, 1930
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VINALHAVEN
dences of the King. His Majesty
was in residence there at the time,
'
SAVE-A-LIFE
and so we could not see some of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Arey and
1
parts of the castle that we could have
g'+++4.++++++<5.++++++++++++
daughter IRuth ot Somerville, Mass,
Former Rockland Boy Impressed By London’s Immensity seen if he had not been there. On the
arrived Sunday at the home of his
way out w’e stopped at Stoke Poges
Campaign Now In Progress mother, Mrs. Mary L. Arey.
—Sees Windsor But Not the King
Churchyard where Thomas Gray is
Mrs. Walter Tolman And sons are
buried and which furnished the in
Is To Cut Down Maine’s guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pears.
spiration for his “elegy written in .1
Mr. and Mrs. W. Adelbert Smith
Country Churchyard.”
Stoke Park
By James Edward Rhodes, 2nd
Accident Rate
and daughter Nathalie are at Camp
adjoining was the manorial home of
[The Sixth Letter]
ance of political prisoners. The spot the Penn family, and this was their
'Official details of the “Save-A-Life” AlyoBea, Shore Acres.
where Anne Bolyn, wife of Henry church.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Fiflleld at
Imperial Hotel. London. Jiine<23.
catnpaign and motor vehicle inspec
•We arrived here from Paris last VIII. and many others were beheaded
Between Stoke Poges and Windsor,
tion of all automobiles and trucks in Brewer are guests at IMr. and Mrs.
Wednesday afternoon, having made is still shown. The most interesting which are not far apart, is Eton
this State from Aug. 1 to Aug. 31, in H. W. Fifield.
Mrs. Hattie Ames went to Mathe trip by way of Calais and Dover. feature of a visit to the Tower is a College, the oldest public school in
clusive which is authorized by a
The English Channel was smooth as sight of the crown Jewels, the crowns England, and one of the most famous
proclamation of Gov. Gardiner, are tinicus Sunday to visit her grand
Mil
a mill pond, in contrast to the tales of the King and Queen, and many fitting schools for the universities.
announced by Edgar C. Smith, Sec children and other relatives for two
which I have heard of its roughness, other of the royal jewels, which' are We visited this on the way and saw
weeks.
retary of State.
ROOM WITH
iMiss Beulah Gilchrist intertalned
but I imagine that it may be mighty on exhibition. These are exhibited some-, of the schoolrooms. An im
“Brakes, lights, horns, steering
%
in
a
large
circular
glass
case,
which
PRIVATE BATH
pressive feature here is the Roll of
rough at times. While we did not
mechanism, windshield wipers, mir the Chataneet Clulb last week.
is
heavily
guarded.
Here
is
seen
Honor giving the names of the Eton
stop on the way I secured a very good
Mrs. Elliott Hall and Springfield,
for
rors. and number plates will be the
JI
view of the Cathedral at Amiens from the Koohinoor, one of the largest and men who fell in the World War
salient points of inspection,” said N. J„ and sons,are quests of Mr. and
most
beautiful
diamonds
of
the
world
They are arranged alphabetically,
$2.50
the train, and I also noticed a large
Edgar C. Smith, "since these parts or Mrs. Clarence Hall for a few weeks.
British war memorial, cemetery, and and probably the most famous, in the and by a strange coincidence the
Mark iP. Smith who has been visit
equipment are among the first to be
including
crown
of
the
Queen.
names of the oldest and the youngest
old camp as we passed along.
come defective, and when defective ing his parents in Norway arrived
FREE GARAGE
The
Houses
of
Parliament
are
not
appear together, that of Lord Roberta
Il
So. n after arriving in London I
are responsible for a large number of Friday, accompanied by his brother.
telephoned to Arthur Richardson, and open to the public generally when ! who was at Eton in 1846. and that of
the serious accidents that take place Don S. Smith and Mrs. Smith of
Accommodations
we spent yesterday afternoon with Parliament is in session. Entrance a boy who was there in 1917. The
every year. The official inspection is Hartford. Sunday the family party
A room with both bath
then
is
only
by
permission.
On
Sat

"public school" in England is in
him and his family at t'neir home in
due to the cooperation of garages, and relatives were at the Smith sum
and shower $3.00, $3.50
Ealing and had a most delightful urdays when Parliament Is not in reality a private school, the schools
automobile dealers, repair shops, and mer home, (The (Red Lion.
session
the
House,
can
be
seen,
and
supported by the public having little
time. Mrs. Butler is with them, and
Room for Two at
Miss 'Rose Peterson ot New York
service sations in every community
we
availed
ourselve,
of
the
oppor

standing. I was told that a family
she had saved several copies of The
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50
of the State which have indicated returned 'Sunday from a visit at
tunity
to
go
there
last
Saturday
would make the greatest sacrifices
Courier-Gazette for me to read.
their willingness to serve as Official Biuehlll and iBar Harbor, accom
Special Weekly Rates
These were the first that I bad seen morning. I was glad of the oppor to send children to one of these public
Inspection Stations and make the panied by his sister. Miss Mary Peter
tunity,
but
I
suppose
that
It
is
nat

•‘Just around the corner
schools rather than send them to the
since I bad been in Europe. She told
required examination of all motor son, also of New York.
ural
to
compare
the
place
with
our
other schools.
from everything”
me that she had attended the per
vehicles.”
• • • •
• * • •
formance of the Passion Play on May Capitol at Washington. It is noth
Leading motor organizations, civic
THE
Airs.
James
Dyer
is making her an
ing
lilje
our
Capitol.
In
entering
we
25th. the Sunday before T was there,
Windsor Castle is an imposing pile
and commercial bodies, chambers of nual visit with friends In Camden.
and that Mrs. Mortland was there at passed through the robing room, a relic of the days when a sovereign’s
PRESIDENT
commerce, and railroads have ex
Austin Whitney of New York is a
the same time. Mrs. Butler stopped where the King and Queen put on life was essentially on the defensive
Awaits Your Visit
pressed their willingness to cooperate guest of her aunt, Mrs. Alard Sprague
at the home of Alois Lang, who played their robes of state before entering Our stay was short, and we could do
Sidney J. Mitcheil
with the “Save-A-Life” movement.
in (Brockton, Mass.
the part of Christus. but Mrs. Mort the House of Lords and ascending the nothing but view the exteripr. On
Resident Mgr.
The “Save-A-Life” campaign is
Mrs. Colin Wood, recent guest of
land was at the home of Peter Rendl, thrones to open Parliament, when the way back to London we passed
really an intensified effort to cut down Mr. and Mrs. Harry AVilson, has re
who played the fiart of Pet^r and with the King reads the Address from the the field ot Runnymede where the
the accident rate in Maine, and to turned to Quincy, Mass.
Throne, which has been prepared for
whom we stayed.
Barons forced King John to affix his
make the State a model in this re
Franklin Hopkins of Camden Is a
Richard had not had opportunity him by the Prime Minister. We then seal to Magna Charta ip June 1215.
spect. The campaign is directed sole
guest of Miss Leah Arey at the home
to play with any children who spoke passed through the chamber of tne Later in tWe British Museum in Lon
ly
against
reckless
driv
ag
and
me

of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
English since we left the boat at House of Lords. It impressed me as don we saw two of the four original
chanical defects that are apt to de
Arey. Miss Arey who is having two
Naples, and he surely had a wonder rather an uncomfortable place to stay- duplicate copies of Magna Charta
velop
In
the
safety
factors
of
cars
and
weeks' vacation here was given a
ful time playing with the Richard in for any length of time, and 1 guess which are now extant. One of these
trucks
under
service
conditions,
be
birthday party Friday. The birthday
son children in their back yard. My that many of their Lordships think has been so badly damaged by fir. ■
cause
such
defects
are
one
of
the
cake was made by Mrs. Sada Cobb.
wife was delighted at the opportunity so too. for their attendance Is optional that none of the writing on it is
leading causes of motor accidents. It
Capt. and Mrs. Bert Webster are
which he would have of absorbing and very small. I understand that legible. Further along towards Lon- |
Is
the
belief
of
safety
authorities
in town.
a little English atmosphere, but I the House of Lords as such is a very don we stopped at Hampton Court, an
throughout
the
United
States
that
if
Mrs. Bertha Raymond and Miss
guess th^.t th<^ absorption was the small factor in English political life. old royal palace, formerly a monas- [
all motor vehicles could be quickly
other wry, for the children had not The building is wholly occupied with tery built by Cardinal Wolsey, which
. ,, . .by .....
Sara Smith
and
easily
controlled
their
drivers.
..
. are at iSet-O-Sun, Shore_
__ ___ .
____ ftAcres, where they are receiving
Teen out there long before Albert the chambers of the House of Lords Henry \ III. annexed in his quarrel
the
accident
rate
would
rapidly
qallers.*
came in and reported to Annah that and the House of Comnfttns.
diminish.
ctfew yprlc
Passing from the House of Lords with the Church of Rome. Much
Charlie and Teddy were talking just
■Rev. and Mrs. Alfred Elliott, and
English
history
seems
to
center
■
"The
'Save-A-Life'
campaign
is
a
like Richie. I hope that they did not we went along to the other end of around the quarrel of Henry VIII
son Douglass of iSalamariaca, N. Y.,
I
national
movement
in
this
direction
the building to the chamber of the
get too badly demoralized.
The Al. fj- Barnes big five-ring cir- , G. Barnes Circus. Also the 40 ilanc- by men who take the leading role," are guests "Of Mr. and, Mrs. Fred
House of Commons. This is much with the Pope. Hampton Court is
Greenlaw.
Secretary of State said,
London
like the House of Lords., but not so somethlng like A ersailles, a country cus is coming to Rockiland Alonday. i ing horses an.l tlie 40 (lancing Sun- |
Miss Charlotte Oyer spent Satur
London is a tremendous city, cover ornate and more like a regular work palace surrounded by magnificent Aug. 11, at the Pleasant street show kissed Beauties from California will
day in Rockland, accompanying her
thrill with great horsemanship,
ing a much larger area than any city shop. In both chambers the hanks gardens. I understand that part of grounds.
The official method of the campaign mother, Mrs. Kate Dyer, who was
Advertising agents representing
•’Cherie" and her living models—
I have ever seen, and is in reality an of seats are on opposite sides along it is now devoted to a pensionate for
in automobile inspection will be:
returning to Thomaston after a visit
aggregation of many cities with in the long side of the chamber, and those who have rendered distin- the circus have posted pictorial bills ■ 30 youthful girls from Hollywood—
1. Every automobile and truck here with her eister, Mrs. Russell
guished
service
to
the
government
i
n
this
vicinity
announcing
the
com'
present
graceful
and
artistic
reprovisible dividing lines. This hotel is face each other, the government or
in the State to he Inspected by a com Whitmore.
in the Borough of Holborn. but I do prevailing political party, being on Jn the garden is a large grape vine. ing of this popular show. Advertise- ; auctions in white marble of world- petent mechanic in a reliable service
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Condon
J station to be designated and annointnot go far before noting that I am in one side and the opposition on the said to be the largest in the world. ments will be found in our columns famous masterpieces.
XpH y rained Lnd h°US"<1 in a this issue. The management of the
Miss IUIh- (Letourneau. queen o
“X the apnrtwU o’ the Secretary spent the weekend at North Haven.
another city, the City of Westminster other.
specially constructed conservatory of circus announCes the following new gymnasts, will thrill with her aerial | ™ *!“'.the_“pProv“L?r?h! °ecr!t.ary Friday, Miss Gertrude Condon and
Of much* interest to Americans in
for instance. We have already taken
of State and the Chief of the State Miss Caroline Calderwood were their
' specialty doing a heel swing without
two of the sightseeing rides around London are the statues of Washing its own. It was laden with hundreds features:
Highway Police, and if the c&r or supper guests at Haven’s Inn.
of
bunches
of
grapes.
Tw<>
gorgeous
spectacles
of
Gri-1
the
use
of
a
net
from
the
dizzy
fa
The statue of
the city but have done little more ton and Lincoln.
truck is found to be unsafe, or to
IMrs. IN. Cook Sholes returned Fri
Impressions of England
ental magnificence entitled “Persia" [ heights of the white top.
than gain a slight idea of some of the Washington which is just outside the
have mechanical defects, it must be
I h'ave been here only a few days and “The Pageant of iPekin," In which
A special congress of clowns has put in a safe condition before an day from Utica, N. Y., accompanied
•points of interest. Laat Thursday National Portrait Gallery at Trafal
afternoon we took the ride which has gar Square, was presented by the and that is a short time withilFwhlrli approximately one thousand people been gathered from the four corners official inspection sticker will be af by Mr. Sholes' mother The family
will make Vinalhaven their home,
Westminster Abbey as its principal State of Virginia, and is a copy of the to form an accurate impression re take part; including The Kllnkhart of the earth with comical witty num- fixed to the windshield.
jMr. Sholes having recently bought
feature.
The AbWy is surely the beautiful Houdon statue made from garding a country, but these few days Troupe, 14 tiny horsemen from Ba- ! hers.
2. Official inspection stickers will fhe Chestnut street proprty of Mrs.
These are just a few of the many
heart of England, the place where its life at Alount Vernon, the original have served to confirm the impres varia and ‘Tusko” the biggest beast
be issued to all cars and trucks that
J kings and queens have been crowned of which Is now in the Capitol at sions which I brought with me. Lon that walks the earth today—never new and improved features with the have been examined and found in a Emma Mills.
Mr. and Mrs Ruprect are guests at
Al. G. .Barnes Circus for 1930.
for centuries and where many of them Richmond. The Lincoln statue, near don Is much like any other large city, the like of him will be seen again.
Two performances are given daily good condition. or4hat have been put Rockaway Inn.
lie buried, the place where it has Westminster Abbey, is a copy of the and the country sections that I have
Miss tMaihel dtark, outstanding
into
good
condition
after
being
ex•—
• • •' •
0,r">
'o”h S>
open
buried many of its famous men and St. Gaudens statue in Chicago.
seen are fascinating. As a whole, animal trainer of the woi4d. will send at 2 and 8 p. m. The doors are
tio'rTof I am*ne^ an^ found to need adjustment
fro S,°f'On
erected memorials to many others
however. England lacks the fascina ferocious jungle-bred tigers through om l,..ui •
' .o, '."
' n „'irth I1
3. ’In order
' to
‘ remove any possible
Dr. and Mrs. R. P. Cunningham of
Oxford
I who are not buried there. I saw
A
01 B 4 »
•' ''g
" ".
cause for resentment, inconvenience, Springfield. MaSs., arrived Sunday
Last Friday we went out to Oxford tion of a foreign country, for it is thrilling routines in the steel arena, t e .igg. >t
many of the graves, from that of Ed» #r
Ho
' °ePo/
Sensational aerial and acroliai
am t t ” -" ' " '". ' r 1
- hardships, or loss of time on the part morning at Island Home for their
to see the University, or rather some much like our own. The basic fas
H^cause of the amount of Qf
autQ b„e „ ,ruck Qwner
I ward the Confessor to that of Thomas
F
5°O
P"°
cination
of
almost
any
foreign
coun

usual summer visit.
of the colleges which compose the
-Hty
. Hardy, the most recent, who was University, for Oxford is in reality try is the difference in language and Europe, and the Great “Gretonas" in . labor nee.'^'V ‘a
motor vehicle owner is at liberty to
Miss Gertrude Vinal has employ
buried there in 192S. and that of the
in
customs,
and
when
these
are
lack

ment at Haven's Inn. North Haven.
choose any official station he prefers.
a collection of small colleges. The
ever
seen
under
canvas,
no
street
pa

British Unknown Soldier. Near his
ing
one
does
not
feel
that
he
is
in
a
ing 35 feet in the air without the use
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Gregory en
4. Any adjustment or repair found
University, to a certain extent, is a
rade will tie given in this or any other
grave is the Congressional medal of
necessary to insure safe operation, tertained at bridge Wednesday eve
separate political entity in British foreign country but only in another of a net—first time in America—will
honor, awarded him by the Congress life, for it has a. representative in section of his own. As far as the be a revelation to patrons of the Al. ] city.—adv.
made at the owner's order and with ning in honor of Louie Smith of
of the United States. I must confess
his permission, to he charged for at Saylesviile, R. I. The prize wa9
Parliament and the University au English language of England and
hlt
L
»eoZ,
my
gratification
at
seeing
the
bust
'Ph,
°l‘na
thorities have optional jurisdiction our own English is concerned, it may
the usual rate ot charge for such me awarded to Miss Muriel Chilles.
WINSLOW'S MILLS
frt,9'a„
of
Longfellow
in
the
Poets
’
Corner,
WHITE
HEAD
at
first
seem
like
a
foreign
language
M
Mrs. Manford Mills and daughter,
over offenses committed by the
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Leighton and chanical service by the station. Auy
and hearing the guide tell us how he
to
us.
but
we
soon
get
used
to
the
students. This means that the ad
Capt. Ted Day of Rockland got a daughter Gladys of St. Petersburg, agreement in this connection is sole accompanied by Fred Mills visited
enjoyed reading his poems. He said
ministrative officials of the different vernacular and see that it is the same load of herring from H. W. Andrews
Saturday Manford Mills, who is a
rnly
Fla., are guests of Mr. Leighton’s ly between the motor vehicle owner
that “The Village Blacksmith” was
colleges, and in case of some offenses as ours. England, therefore, must Friday.
patient at Knox Hotel.
and the Inspection station.
the favorite of all with him.
aunt,
Mrs.
C.
W.
Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thompson have
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Moir of Marl
the Vice Chancellor of the University, ofTer some other attraction to ti,e
• • • *
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Welt of Port
The coronation chair in which the
American, and this is found in its moved to Northfield. Mr. Thomp
5. Brakes, lights, horns, steering boro,) Mass., are guests at Alfred
land, wlho have been visiting Mr.
sovereigns of England are crowned can claim student offenders and tak- history, basically ours before ours
son’s enlistment in the ’U.S.C.G. ex and Mrs. C. A. Welt, left for their I mechanism,
windshield Raymond's.
mirrors.
is an interesting exhibit in the Abbey. them from the custody of the muni began, then parallel with it for a
n9
pired July 25.
Mrs. Reta M. Graham, secretary of
wipers, and number plates will be the
It is in the same part with the tomb cipal authorities and try them in their while, and then separate from it
home Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lindley O. Goff and
foreign missions of the Presbyterian
chief
points
of
ins|>ection.
Tlie
Sunday
School
of
Winslow's
of Edward the Confessor, and has not own courts. We were fortunate in
The economic situation in England son of Westbrook, who have been
6. Brake Performance Require Church, gave an interesting short
been very well guarded for initials having as a guide at Oxford a man
Mills M. E. Church enjoyed a picnic
bad.
The English themselves
who had been a University policeman freely admit it and are gloomy and spending a’ few days with her par Thursday at Jefferson Beach.
ments: , Foot brakes — ttwo-wheel talk Sunday during the Sunday
have
been
carved
upon
it,
evidently
4 00 tBATH, Fo’o S °0
ents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
J.
Beale,
at
the
Esther Light has been a guest of brakes, car going 20 m. p. h. must school hour. Doris Clifford In Chi
not those of the sovereigns who have for many years, and so was well ac discouraged over it. London and the
l4so. 42*/*o
Light have returned home. Miss
sat in it. A curious feature of this quainted with the University.
Mrs. W. A. Vannah at Martin's Point stop In 37 feet. Foot brakes—four- nese costume, Helen Arey in Jap
other cities and towns that I have
Eleanor
Beale,
returned
with
them
for
I was told that the University at
wheel brakes, car going 20 m. p. h anese and David Duncan in a cos
'«oo
chair is the so-called “Stone of
seen seem busy and hustling enough
for a few days.
Destiny.” which is underneath it. present consists ot twenty-three and I have had no direct contact with a week’s visit.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Leighton, Miss must stop in 22 feet. Emergency tume of fashion in India represented
•Millard Robinson and brother Guy,
/os,.
This is a large stone attached'to it, men's colleges and four women’s col the unemployment situation as I have
*(
Gladys Leighton. Mrs. C. W. Creamer brakes, car going 20 m. p. h. must important characters of whom Mrs.
and is,said to be the stone on which' leges, and that there is, in addition, not visited the manufacturing and of Franklin Island Light, were at and Lois Small recently enjoyed a stop in 75 feet. Note—If a brake Graham spoke. (She introduced Mrs.
U,,
t9’
7h«n i
Jacob rested his head during his a small body of non-colleeiate mining sections, but in riding around White (Head and H. W. Andrews’, trip to Rockland and Camden and testing device is used, the equivalent ft'.. L. Thomas, a guest at Brldgeside.
who also spoke briefly of the 45 years
dream, or has some such tradition students, so-called, who are affiliated I have seen many men stretched out Norton’s Island, last week.
were guests of Hazel N. Day at Mel of the above is required.
'«• 4,?°'°/ M Forjf
Messrs. Lunt and Sprague. Govern
Horn Inspection: Press button she and her husalbnd spent in India
connected with it. T could not help with ' no particular college. Each it full length in the parks and I sup.
vin Heights, going thence to the cot
and determine whether mechanism and the work in schools there. Mrs.
pondering a little over the destiny of college is in reality only a piace of pose that they are part of the unem ment carpenters, are at the .Light, tage at Lake Megunticook.
Thomas, whose home is now in Fall
the British Empire as I stood there residence, but it Is a complete entity, ployed. As I view the situation it Is making repairs.
gives sufficient warning.
Henry
Bird's
factory
at
Winslow's
Mr. Randall of Lubec has enlisted
having Its own dormitories, dining a logical and an inevitable outcome.
8. Steering Mechanism: Steering River, Mass., was the speaker Bun
looking at it.
Mills started canning beans Wednes
hall, chapel, library and recreation England has been a manufacturing in the U.S.C.G. here.
parts should appear to be sufficiently day evening at Union Church when
Mrs. Clifford Elwell and children day.
grounds. The degrees are conferred
strong and in good mechanical con she told at the life and customs of
In going around London we saw by the University. The foundation nation, developing a large colonial who have been at Spruce Head for a
WASHINGTON dition In respect to wear so as not to Burmah, its Idolitry, the work of
many points of interest, but I will of many of the colleges dates back empire and exporting its manufac week have returned home.
Wednesday morning Carl Powell of indicate any possibility of breaking missionaries from America and the
mention only two, the Tower of Lon for hundreds of years, and various tures to those colonies, and to otliter
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham.
this town, who was to start in work under ordinary conditions or affect satisfying results. Her soft, well
Now these
don and the Houses of Parliament. reasons are given for their establish parts of the world.
U.S.C.G.. are at Jonesport for Iten
on his uncle’s blueberry ranch on the ing the steering in any manner thus modulated voice and charming man
The Tower is in fact an old prison, ment. Paradoxically Netv College is colonies have become dominions, in days’ leave of absence.
(Including Sunday)
■’Gore" drove his auto up the road causing an accident. Any play in the ner were delightful and her well
and with' it many of the foulest deeds one of the oldest of the group. We dependent both from the political
H. E. Perkins, Boston attorney, and lo top of tlie mountain on the ranch,
steering mechanism should be ad- chosen words describing the country
in English history are associated, could not visit all of the colleges, but and economic standpoint, and they his son Edwin, motored down Wed
and its people were impressive to
particularly Vhe imprisonment and we did visit Worcester College with and the rest of the world have found nesday for their annual vacation at set his brakes and left the car. But I justed
the brakes failed to hold, and seeing It
9. Mirror Requirements: Every both young and old.
execution, or mysterious disappear- its beautiful lake, on which was a out that they can get along without H. W. Andrews’.
the British Isles. England, therefore,
start backward, he seized one of the taxicab, commercial motor vehicle,
Miss Myrtle Flood of Fuller-Cohbbrood of newly hatched swans; St. has lost her markets. This is the
wheels, thinking to hold it. He was motor truck or trailer so constructed,
Davis store. Rockland, recently spent
John's College, with its beautiful whole crux of the situation.
unable to do so, and the ear was re- | equipped, loaded or used that the inches from the ground. Number
the weekend at her home on Rackliffe
gardens: Trinity College, famous for
duced to junk, and he was left with a driver or operator is prevented from plates found behind tlre«, accessories,
I do not know much about the
the wonderful woodcarvings in the political situation, but my impression Island.
broken arm.
having a constantly free and unob etc, should be adjusted so that they
cJleamer
Mrs. William Lockhart of Rockland
chapel: New College, which also has is that England is suffering from a
structed view of the highway imme are clearly visible and the plates
beautiful gardens and wonderful bankruptcy in political leadership, Breakwater Light, is at her uncles,
diately in the rear must be equipped should be cleaned free from all dUBt
painted windows in the chapel: and this bankruptcy being caused by the G. L. Alley, for a fortnight.
with a mirror. Such mirror must he and dirt.
Freight and Passenger Service
Capt. and 'Mrs. E. M. Mills,
Aiagdalen College and saw the beau fact that the trouble with the coun
at least six inches in diameter or
The cooperation of the motoring
Sail .Hi the “CAMUHN’’ or "BHLliful panelled dining hall containing try is economic and no political relief U.S.C.G.. are (entertaining Jrelalives
length, and must be adjusted so as to public is earnestly sought by theSecreFAST," any (lay including Sunday, at ,
the portraits of some of its famous can bo found for it. The old party from Gloucester, Mass.
give the operator a clear viev* of the tary of State and Chief of the State
8 P. Al. Standard Time for Boston.)
The C.G's, played the Keags a game
former students, among them Car system has broken down, both from
highway in the rear of the vehicle for Highway Police to make the "SaveConnections at Boston with direct;
dinal Wolsey. The present Prince of lack of leaders and lack of issues. of baseball Sunday. The Keags won.
at least a distance of 50 feet.
A-Ufe" campaign a great success,
steamer to New York.
Steamer j
A party of 641 guests of Rev. and
Wales was a student at Aiagdalen The Labor Government has not been
and in the interest of public safety
“J. T. MORSW 1 eaves Rockland
at the outbreak of the war and left able to do anything to improve the Mrs. 'Herman 'Winchenbach at their
When You Buy Aspirin
10. Lighting Requirements: (a) every car and truck in Maine should
5.15 A. Al. Standard Time daily, in- i
then. We were shown the seat which situation, the Liberal Party seems a cottage, Spruce Head, visited the
Every motor vehicle and tractor shall he wearing its official inspection em
look for the Name
eluding Sunday, for Bar Harbor and ,
he Occupied in the dining .hall, and thing of the past, and the Conserva Station Sunday.
be equipped with a pair of lamps, one blem of civic cooperation and me
intermediate
landings.
Steamer |
were told how he got his greatest tive Party is so torn by strife between
SWAN’SlSLAND
BAYER
on the right side and1 one on the left chanical good order by Aug. 31, when
"SOUTHIPOIRT" leaves Rockland 5.15
kick out of his university life in its leaders that union on any issue
Z
side, and1 shall be equipped with bulbs the campaign ends.
Miss
Eleanor
Morrison
and
Miss
A. Al. Standard Time daily, including
evading his guards.
seems almost impossible.
It ap
It pays to be Careful when you not to exceed 32 candle-power. Bulbs
Sunday, for Brooklin and intermedi- !
Among the general buildings of the peared to me that there is a contest Angela Donohue of Presque Isle are
.
.
. . —
.
B
.
showing isigns of. blackening .or a
ate landings.
I University we saw the Kheldonlan between the Commons and some of guests of Mrs. Maggie Sprague and
buy Aspirin. Genuine Boyer Aspirin wh|tl!lh d,groioration Inside of the
Steamers "BELFAST” or “CAM- |
Theatre where the degrees are con tho younger peers, those who have Mrs. Flora Smith.
ervous, Weak,
Marion Norton and Dorothy Pratt is sofe as well as sure. These tablets glass are inefficient and should he
UF3N” sail daily including Sunday at
ferred on Degree Day, which cor attained the peerage themselves and,
discarded, (b) All bulbs which are
5 A. Al. Standard Time for Camden, j
responds to our Commencements. therefore, do not have the inertia and of Portland are guests of Mr. and
No Appetite
are always reliable — they never burned out or missing should be reBelfast, Bucksport, and Bangor.
The theatre was then being prepared conservatism of the hereditary peers, Mrs. Judson Smith for a week.
•
.
placed, (c) Headlights must be of
Reduced Rates for automobiles
Manford
Smith
and
William
“lama factory worker. I got | for a convocation the next day when for the control of the party. Lord
depress tne nearr.
a type approved by the secretary of
A Battle Creek physician saya,
Freeth.v are repairing the Methodist
accompanied by passengers
the degree of Doctor of Civil Law Rothermere Is evidently trying
'Constipation is responsible for mora
For reservations apply Wharf Office
Know what you are taking for statp 1wl,hH Pr^ht
so nervous I could not sleep at
tlie great honorary degree of England, build up a new party, the United Em Church'.
'
■
properly adjusted and focused, (d) misery than any other cause."
Beatrice Stockbridge who has em
to be conferred on the Princess pire Party, on the basis of the (
night. 1 felt weak and had no [was
But immediate relief has been
| Mary.
We also saw the Divinity servatlve Party, the issue being free ployment in Massachusetts is spend that pain, cold, headache or core | All motor vehicles must he equipped
appetite, My mother recom School, now the Senate House of the trade within the empire and a duty ing the summer with her parents Mr. I throat. To identify genuine Bayer with tail lamps, and must have red found. A tablet called Rexall Order
lens. (e) Every motor vehicle of lies has been discovered. This tablet)
[
University, the Bodleyan Library on foreign food stuffs coming in from and Mrs. Seth Stockbridge.
mended Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Mrs. Annie Trask of Rofckland is Aspirin look for the name BAYER seven feet or over In width shall have attracts water from the system into
which is the general library of the outside, a sort of a Chinese wall
thereon at the extreme left on the the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called
University, and the Radcliffe Camera around the British Empire. It will visiting her son Cleveland Trask.
Vegetable Compound and I
which is the reading room of the be interesting to follow the devel Mrs. Basil Stinson and Mrs. Herbert on every package and the word body one amber lamp visible for a the colon. The water loosens the dry
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
took two bottles. It helped me
distance of at least 200 feet ahead of food waste and causes a gentle,
Philhrook of Rockland were guests
Bodleyan Library.
opments.
STEAMBOAT CO.
such vehicle.
thorough, natural movement without
last week of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac GENUINE printed in red.
In eonwarison with American Univery much and I recommend it
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
11. Windshield
Wipers: « The forming a habit or ever Increasing the
versities I could not help making
Stinson.
Eastern Standard Tima
DR.
PERLEY
R.
DAMON
Vinalhaven Line
Maine law does not require a wind dose.
highly. I feel so much stronger,
Harry Smith and Laura Stinson
some comparisons between Oxford
steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except
shield wiper, hut if a car is equipped
Stop suffering from constipation.
gave a picnic on Marshall's Island
and Yale. It is situated right in the
Sunday at 7.00 A. SI. and 1.00 P. M• Arrivhave a better appetite and work
Dentist
with a windshield wiper. It is well for Chew a Rexall Orderlle at night.
Friday evening in honor of Donald
midst of the business life of a city,
In at Rockland at 8.20 A. SI. and 2.20 P. M
the inspector to see if it is in workable Next day bright. Get 24 for 25c to
Returning leaves Roeltland at 9.30 A. St. and
much the same as Yale is in New- 302 MAIN ST.
in the factory every day.”—
ROCKLAND, ME, Hooper of Millinocket. A delicious
3 30 I’ M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving ai
condition. The department urges the day at the nearest Rexall Drug Store,
Haven, and some of the groups of
fish chowder was cooked and served
10.50 A. M. and 4.50 I*. M
Dolores Winters, 842 Lawndale
Telephone 915-M
equipment of all motor vehicles with Charles W. Sheldon.
on the rocks. Among those present
buildings which have recently been
Stonington and Swan s Island Line
83tf
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 6.00 A. M. i
hand or automatic wipers as a meas
erected at Yale, such as the Harkness
were: Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Sprague,
Avenue,
Chicago,
Illinois.
Stonington 6 55. North Haven 7.50. due to ar ;
ure of safety.
DR. E. L SCARLOTT
Alemorial Quadrangle, are Built
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Pray, Mr. and
rhe at Rockland at 9 00 A. M. Returning
12. Registration (License) Number 35 Limsrock St.
much the same as the colleges at Ox DR.L1NWOOD T. ROGERS Mrs. Jud Smith, Hester Freethy,
leaves Rockland at 2.00, North Haven at 3.00
Roekland
Plates: Each number plate displayed
Stonington at 4.00, due to arrive at 8wan>
Laura Stinson, Grace Stanley, Carl
ford.
Osteopathic
Physician
Island about 5.00 IP. M.
, .
. '
shall
be
horizonal
and
shall
be
Batchelder, Charlie Popplestone. Mrs.
Osteopathic Physician
Windsor and Surroundings
(f
H H STFNSOV Cpnarwl A wonBy Appointmsnt-(-Tel. 1M
fastened as not to swing, one on the
Lewis Butman, Donald Hooper, Mr.
Saturday afternoon we went out
400 MAIN ST- ROCKLAND
front and the other on the rear, and ' Graduate of American School ot
and Mrs. Frank Bridges, Merton
to Windsor, about twenty miles from
Osteopathy
__
the lower edge shall -be at least 12
Talsphsnss 1298: Rtsldsnc* 283-M Bickmore and Malon Holmes.
L)Jia E. Pirklum Me ci Co., Lynn. Mass.
London and one of the oountry resl-
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Every-Other-Day

Fernando”

Sees

Peaks Island—Meets Com

rades In Bay State
Boston, July 28.
Editor of Tho Courier-Gazette: —
I think my last letter left me in
Portland, about to visit Peak's Island.
I found it to be one of the most beau
tiful spots. I have seen on the coast
of Maine. I spent one night there,
and a part of two days and visited
several G.A.R. comrades, among.them,
the author of “The Bronze Buttoh"
of which many thousands of copies
have been scattered all over the
United States.
I visited the 8th
Maine reunion headquarters camp, a
big building, more like a good sized
hotel than a camp, where any old
veteran, or relative can find a room
and good bed for $1 a day (with privi
lege to cpok) including table and
dishes. The building stands on the
most prominent place on the shore
and commands a view of the whole
island as well as a vast expanse of
ocean,
Tho 5th Maine Regiment
h|s a similar place, ^lmost adjoinLeaving there I went back to the
city and thence to Boston on “The
Flying Yankee" (no “aerial" for me)
thence to Marlboro, meeting more
“comrades" on a picnic with their
ladies (W.R.C.) on the shore of
"Boon Pond" an historical spot. The
first settler named Boon was killed
and scalped by Indians. A stone
marker shows where that happened.
I visited It.
At this picnic I met several former
Warren people. One man at one time
was at the head of the Warren shoe
factory. One lady was a schoolmate
of Warren’s famous twins (Mrs. G.
A Miller and Mrs. Vinal).
There are more than 400 cam*ps and
cottages on the shores of Boon lake
or pond. I was taken on .1 motor boat
ride about eight or ten miles and also

assisted at a flag raising there. My
next move was to Walpole for Satur
day night. Sunday morning I mo
tored to Boston to meet the St. John
boat and got a friend of my host—
Arthur Taylor, formerly of South
Hope. He took me to Concord and
Lexington to visit, or rather re-visit)
the spot "where the “first shot" etc.
The place at the “bridge" has been
changed a little since I saw it last—
made more beautiful, at least the lane
or road leading to it. There I met
an auto load of people ail the wav
from Illinois, just coming for the
first time. They had a "guide" from
Boston, and were just "learning his
tory”—hungry for it. Well time and
pace, and your patience, forbids
more this time—even "Tom Thumb
Golf” in which I was an onlooker.
F. S. Philbrick

WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Delano of Med
ford have been house guests the past
week at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ;H.
D. Sawyer.
Mr. and Mrs Duncan Wemyss of
Ilion, N. Y., and Mr. and Mrs. How
ard Wemyss of Somerville, Mass.,
arrived at the summer home of Dr.
and Mrs. A. H. St. Clair Chase last
Saturday.
Mrs. Ellis Spear, 2nd, entertained
at a luncheon Friday- at her summer
home,on South Warren road. The
guests present were Mrs. William
Teague, Mrs. W. H. Robinson, Mrs.
^Robert Walker, Miss Frances Spear,
zMrs. Otho Thompson and Mrs. John
Rolbinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McGee, who
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. H
Hilton left Saturday for their home in
Wollaston, Mass.
Mrs. William KelSo was operated
on for appendicitis Thursday at the
N. E. Baptist Hospital in Massachu
setts. She is Reported to be recov
ering satisfactorily-.
A group of 17 persons from War
ren dlighlands and others who for
merly lived there, calling themselves

WHEN FLIES . . .
STICK LIKE GLUE

children

FLY-TOX

Fly-ITox is harmless to humans and

animals. Destroys Flies, Gnats, Mosquitoes, and other insects in
few minutes. Use in sprayer.
#
Price 50c pint—$3.50 gallon

Other August Needs: Picnic Baskets. Kamp-Kook Stover, Sprayers,
Lawn Rakes. Etc.
Write for Catalog if you cannot conveniently come

end

POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ SEEPS

Kendall & Whitney
FEDERAL and TtMPtL

STS.,

PORTLAND

WEEK OF AUGUST 4 TO AUGUST 9

MAINE
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World Champion
PR ESIDENT EIGHT
Now 122 hors-epower
!3O inch ond 136inch wh-eelbases
*1850 fo *2600 °"he fed°n'

3

LAWRENCE’S

makes
<

* ♦ ♦ *

ThePresident Eight
•

-6 .

more than ever
champion of the world
VERNIGHT, the marvel of Free Wheeling with
positive gear control has captured motoring
America. Studebaker’s initiative in developing and
perfecting this exclusive feature, manufactured under
Studebaker patents, is the subject of world-wide com
pliment.

O

Yet, the limelight of motordom’s approval is no new
experience for Studebaker.

Look back to July 21—August 9, 1928. You find
the President Eight traveling 30,000 miles in 26,326
minutes—a feat that established 5 world and 18 inter
national records; that made The President undisputed
champion of the world.

You need use the clutch only to start or back up.

The braking power of your engine is available as
readily as in conventional cars.
For the first time in a motor car you get the full
benefit of momentum automatically. When your
car has gone 10,000 miles your engine has “worked”
only 8,000 miles.

You save 12 per cent on gasoline, 20 per cent on oil
—even more in heavy traffic.
Strains on engine, transmission and axle are less
ened. Tires wear longer.

That accomplishment still stands unmatched and
unchallenged. Yet, today’s brilliant new President
Eight, offering you Free Wheeling with positive gear
control, is a larger, more powerful, more beautiful
edition of this World Champion car. Now it gives you
world championship stamina and speed—plus Free
Wheeling I

There is nothing new to learn—Free Wheeling with
Positive gear control is simplicity itself. You drive
just as you do in a conventional car.

1

Free Wheeling is an epochal contribution to motor
ing—a brilliant milestone in Studebaker’s 78 years of
manufacturing progress.

The benefits of Free Wheeling are manifold—

Arrange today to drive the President a World
Champion seasoned Eight, with Free Wheeling. We
promise you the thrill of your life

You shift from high to second, back and forth, at
40—SO miles an hour, and never touch the clutch.

ROCKLAND OARAGE COMPANY
BURGESS

Park and Union Street*

The Ideal Summer Drink

(Xspyou—ortfte

Don't wate time cussing 'em. Just call on ua for a bottle of

FARM, DAIRY

TENANTS HARBOR

A SAFE STORE

(1930)

and do away with the peats.

WALDOBORO

Mr. and Mrs. Byron Boyles and
Mr. qnd Mrs. Chester Jenks and son
'auto
of Manchester, N. H., have been visit mother are staying at the old home
stead for three weeks' vacation.
ing Mr. and Mrs. George Howard.
Mrs. Elmer Falle is entertaining
Miss Sarah Webb and Miss Nellie
McCann have been guests of Misses guests from Milford. N. H.
Jessie and Faye Keene.
Mrs. Arthur Stewart and son
Mrs. Thomas Stenger, who is at her Charles are expected to arrive from
Martin’s Point eamp, was at F. A. Bath this week.
announce J&etr
Hovey’s Tuesday.
Willis Barter who has been a guest
Mrs. Ray Billings has returned of his parents, left Thursday for his
from a visit of several months with home.
relatives in England.
Mrs. Clay lor was called to Lincoln
fyfunttei/f/a/c, of ffn? ff
Mis. Harold Glidden has returned ville by the Illness of her mother.
ur)
from the State Street Hospital, Port
Mrs. Bertha Maxwell was in Rock
land. where she has been for surgical land last week.
treatment.
Lincoln Monaghan and family left
ffureny fli/y anc/ Sfuyuit
Cedric Kuhn has been the guest of Saturday for their home in East
“Fresh from the Gardens”
his brother George at a camp in Wolf- Braintree, Mass.
79-tt
boro. N. H.
Frank Brown is building a chim
844
Mrs. Levi Copeland, Mrs. Lizzie ney in the Aldrich cottage at Soutli
Hoffses, Mrs. Guy Lermond and Miss Side.
Forrest Morris has employment on
The Highland Flingers, enjoyed a family of West Rockport were Sun Gb nice Lermond of Thomaston have
the Albion Williams cellar. Mr. Wil
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Adams of Mans
picnic supper at the home of Mr. and day visitors at the home of Mr. and •be«'n at Mrs. Lillian Neuberger’s.
EAST LIBERTY
Earle,
Benner,
who
has
been
in
liams will erect a bungalow in the
Mrs. E. B. (Clarke last Tuesday. The Mrs. Arthur 'Starrett.
field. Mass.
charge
of
the
J.
P.
Ham
Co.
store
in
near future.
Mrs. Elmer Davis returned to her
rooms were attractively decorated
Frank Peabody is. ill.
Mrs. Ora M. Clark and daughter
this place, has been transferred to
William iPratt, Jr., has had four
j hone* at North Searsmont last
with cut flowers for the occasion. A
Arlene who spent several weeks a:
The fair at the Congregational Rockland. Albert Benner will have chambers finished in his house.
good time is reported.
their home here have closed their Thursday after a two weeks stay at
Church will be held Aug. 14, followed charge of the store here.
Mrs. Agnes True and children are
Mr. and) Mrs. William Yates called (by the regular circle supper. The [ Mrs. Hilda Evans and John Bailey
i house and Mrs. (’lark is now in Port- Io. S. Colby’s.
Elwin Adams Is in Mansfield, Mass.,
on friends in West Appleton, Thurs fair committees are as follows: -Fancy of South Boston are guests at the guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. |land. Arlene will visit relatives in
William iPratti Sr.
where lie has employment on a dairy
day.
j Whitefield, N. H.
work, Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, Mrs. home of Will Davis.
Frank Pullen is painting the Page
farm.
Milton Rolbinson Is having his Nettie Jameson. Mrs. Alice Mathews,
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Gordon and AlMrs. William Harmon of Elizabeth,
Master Roger Norwood has been
house painted-, he also is screening Mrs. Abbie Newbert, Miss Frances N. J., and Mrs. Malcolm Greene of house at Willardham.
Mrs. Addie Robbins and son John Jmond De Beck have moved to North visiting at his grandmother’s, Mrs.
in the porch.
Spear, Mrs. Belle Walker; aprons, Mount Vernon have been gusts at left last week for their home in Ver Newcastle where they will make their William Norwood of Union.
Mrs. Ralph Wyllie, Miss Anita j Mrs. Eilzabeth Munsey, Mrs. Alice ‘The Meadows.”
home with Elwood E. Hart.
mont.
Wyllie and Ronald Messer attended a | Watts, Mrs. Laura Brackett, Miss
Mrs. H. P. Mason is in Nobleboro
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Peebles of
Not Liable For Golf Ball
Mrs. Lizzie Boyles spent the week
birthday party in Rockland last I Mary Wyllie, IMrs. JJessie Walker, for a week.
end with her brother, Walter Sim Everett, Mass., have returned home'
Merely because a man owns a golf
Thursday in honor of Lawrence I Miss Edna F. Boggs; candy, Mrs.
Mrs. Margaret Bond has been in mons, at Port Clyde.
after a week’s visit with relatives in course he is not responsible for in
Leach.
Flora McKellar. Mrs. Florence Gar Boston.
The ladies’ sewing circle will hold this place. They were accompanied juries of pers »ns struck by golf balls
The Warren Telephone Co. is ex diner, Mrs. Grace Campbell, Mrs.
Dr. T. F. Turner. William Richards
home by Marguerite Norwood of thereon, according to the decision of
tending the line on the Camden road. I Grace Spear, Miss Adelaide Holt; and George Howard were in Augusta their fair at the church Aug. 7.
Rockland who will visit with them for the Court of Errors and Appeals in
TO
ONE
CHERISHED
William iPiper has the telephone in, j grabs, Mrs. Janet Robinson. Miss M. last week.
a few weeks.
New Jersey in a/suit growing out
My
hopes
And
refuge
26-4.
Wesley Spear and Forrest I Grace Walker, Mrs Gertrude iStarrett,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Silva. Miss
Ralph Reynolds and family of Mas ot in injury rereived on a course in
In your eyes;
Spear assisted with the work.
! Mrs. Phoebe Harmon; punch howl. Martha Silva and Miss Young of
Anil on your lips
sachusetts recently visited at El win that state. The man who had been
Aug. 1 was the 16th anniversary Mrs. Anna Starrett, Mrs. Nancy Medford have been guests at F. K.
There lies
Adams’ and Martel McLain’s.
struck by tlie ball contended that
A promise,
of the outbreak of the World War.
Clark, Mrs. Fanny Wyllie; miscel Trowbridge’s.
Mrs. Gertrude Colby is in Morrill I when he was invited on the course the
l uminous as a flower,
(Edwin C. Teague and Miss Lucy laneous, Mrs. Iva McKellar, Mrs.
Miss Dora I Gay, who is at her
•
To bloom,
with her cousin Belle rearson.
| other players should have been
Teague motored Friday to Rangeley Rosina Buber, ‘Mrs. 'Ruby Kalloch, Martin’s Point camp for the summer,
i ui iiaps for me,
Edmund S. Adams has returned warned not to drive the hall in Ills
In some jdark hour . ; :
to attend the reunion of the class of Mrs. Edna Moore, Mrs. Alzada Sim recently visited Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
home after a three weeks’ visit with11 direction.
L>‘ Baron Cooke
HW)0 of Hebron Academy.
mons, Mrs. Mary’ Berry; supper. Mrs. Gay.
• » » ♦
About 15 members of the (bridge Carrie (Smith. Mrs. Adelaide Nor
crew from South Warren are occu wood, Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mrs. Ilda
The Garden Club met with Mrs.
pying what is known as the Hill Russell, Mrs. Alice Brown, Miss Doris Maude Clark Gay Tuesday afternoon.
house at Corn Hill.
Harmon, Miss Hilda Aspey, Mrs. After the business meeting with the
(Mr. and M^s. Harry Higgins of Nettie Vinal.
president, Mrs. F. A. Brummitt pre
«
Portland, Mr. and Mrs. George White,
siding, the members contributed to
of East Orland, and Mr. and Mrs.
the program by readings, selections
Edwin Copeland of Bath were in town
UNION
in prose and poetry pertaining to
last Thursday to attend the funeral
flowers. Refreshments were served
by the hostess, assisted by Mrs. I. S.
services of the late Albert Copeland.
TO SHOPINMr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Clarence
of
Bailey and Miss Lois Hagerman. The
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Emery of
! Glenwood and young daughters Lenext meeting will be held Aug. 12.
Auburn are visiting relatives here.
lonie and Etta are guests of her
Mrs. Eugene Tobey, president of
(Brief services were held Sunday at
mother, Mrs. Herbert Maddocks for tlJ Old Bristol Garden Club, at
Fairview cemetery for the late Sarah
two weeks.
tended the meeting of the local club
Hilt, who died at Bar Harbor last
Miss Esther A. Wadsworth of Bos Tuesday afternoon.
♦week. Rev. H. 1. Holt officiated.
Charles Smith of the S. S. ‘Robin
Mrs T. V. Mathews, accompanied ton will arrive in Union Aug. 10 for
by Mrs Henry Trone and daughter a visit with her mother Mrs. Herbert Adair” has been the guest of Capt.
Mary, Mrs. LeRoy Smith and daugh Maddocks, and will also visit friends Willard Wade.
Mrs. Paul Dusha and Mr. and Mrs.
ter Phyllis and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis in Camden and Rockland before re
Victor Dusha have returned to New
Gordon spent Wednesday with Miss turning to Boston.
. Helen Merry at her cottage at Cres , Mrs. Herbert Maddocks of Union York.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan F. Hassner and
cent Beach.
j returned home this week from a
I -Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Stackpole i seven weeks visit in Aroostook with children of Portland have been
and .family of Augusta attended the her daughter Mrs. Phyllis Clarence. guests of Otto V. Hassner.
Mrs. Alden Gilchrist and Neal Gil
funeral services (Sunday of the late Mrs. Maddocks also spent a week at
Sarah Hilt.
th'e Clifford sporting camp at Lake christ of Springfield. Mass., are vis
Wilder Moore and crew are paint Wytopltlock and had an enjoyable iting Mrs. Ida Aehorn.
William Sidman, Tom Sacco, Al
ing the Montgomery place now owned time. fthe caught some big pickerel
I by Harold Boggs of New York.
'and saw several deer, one of them al bert Parker and J. de Napoli of Re
vere, Mass., A. W. Tobey of Ports
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tolman and most white.
mouth, N. H., Philip Cohen and S.
Bernstein of Malden, Mass., are reg
istered at the Medomak House. •
Mrs. Gracia I). Libby of Boston was
recently at the home of her brother,
J. T. Gay. on her way to Martin’s
camay
f*Oint where she will pass the month
World Famous
of August.
COMMANDER EIGHT
Miss Nellie Burkett, who has been
The Soap
the guest of Mrs. Mary Matthews, has
Now IOI horsepower
Youth is Choosing
returned to Needham. Mass.
124inch wheelbase
Carroll Trickey of Bangor was in
*1585 fo *1785
town Friday.
FOR
George G. Thomson and Miss Lutie
Thomson of Convent, N. J., are at
the Thomson summer home here.
Mrs. Hazen Chase and daughter of
Holyoke. Mass., have been guests of
FINE QUALITY
Miss Ethel Overlock.
Stuart C. Hemingway of Syracuse,
N. Y.. has joined his family at River
side Farm.
Qaart

a

LINNEKIN

Tel. 700

Rockland, Maine

Studebaker sixtttjsz'&zsz.?795
to $993 ot tko factory

Miss Phyllis Belasco of Thomas
ton is visiting Mrs. Cora Winchenbaugh.
Carroll T. Cooney and Russell S.
Cooney of Brooklyn, spent the week
end at their summer home.
Miss Dorothy Rowe has returned to
Framingham. Mass.
Miss Gladys Flint is passing her
vacation with her parents Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Flint.
Mrs. Edwin Eldredge and daugh
ters of South (Orleans. Mass., have
been guests of Mrs. Carrie Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Swanson of
Waltham, Mass., have been passing
several days with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Morse.
The Star Club held an all-day sesI sion at the summer home -of tthc
president. Mrs. S. H. Weston, in
Bremen, when preparations for their
annual fair were completed.
Rev. Henry E. Dunnack of Augusta
wi-1 preach pt the German Lutheran
I (‘lurch next Sunday afternoon.
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Hammrtnd hav?
I been on a motor trip to Lake George.
X Y.
Mis. Mary G. Elkins has he'll til(.uest of Mrs. John E. Walker in
i Tin Tonston.
Again a cloud has fallen over our
community and in its wake has taken
from our midst a beloved neighhor
and friend, Mrs. Elvesta Cneamer
Feyler, 71. Mrs. Feyler had been in
ill health for several years and the
nature of her illness caused her to be
a great sufferer at times, but she bore
all with patience and resignation,
.■-'he was faithfully and tenderly cared
lor by her loved ones and every
thing possible was done to make her
last days comfortable. Mrs. Feyler
in her younger days u'as a success
ful school teacher and personally
speaking the writer can say, 'To
know her was to love her.” She mar
ried All>ert Feyler who died several
years ago. This was a great blow to
Mrs. Feyler yet she carried on, al
ways working for the interest of her
home and family, proving ever faith
ful, and a loving and devoted mother
Sand grandmother. She is survived
by four children. Mrs. Bessie R. Sum
ner of Rockland. Leslie Feyler. Mrs.
Audrey French and Ralph Feyler, two
grandchildren, a sister Mrs. Francon* Sprague and a brother Alton
II 'reamer. All have met with a great
lass, as have her friends who w 11 miss
her friendly handclasp and happy
smile. The services were held from
her late home July 22, Rev. George
W. Collins of the Baptist Church offi
ciating. The floral tributes were nu
merous. bearing silent messages of
love. Interment was made in the
iiural cemetery.
The farmer would feel a great deal
happier if a bumper crop didn’t hump
biro Jiarder than anybody else.—
•Louisville Times.

PIPES Z4C HULLED
BRILLO 9C CORN
Large
Can

Ivory Salty
Pitted
DATES
Underwood’s
Deviled Ham

t-4’8

SPLENDID AMMONIA

Kellogg’s Corn Flakes
-— -

20‘

8‘

_______

Three Crow Pearl Barley
Per Package

Golden Bantam

Quaker Oats

SUCCOTASH

I6C

Per Can

Zlc

Large Pkg.

»3l

MAINE

Golden Bantam Corn
FOB

CRAB MEAT
Cream Com Starch Pk, y
Per Can

RINSO

Large Package

19

Puritan Marshmallows
fP A P
Pure Fruit Juice Flavored Fu»
<»A'liliA SYRUP
7“ 25
BEARDSLEY'S

THREE CROW

FISH MUSTARD
CAKES
Yi

2 c„ Z5C

THREE CROW

Whole
Mixed

SPICE

Pound
Can

X

25c

TRADE AT NATION*WIDE STORES. Ton know the owner

j

■ ,,fl

Every-Other-Day
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Married Woman Fears Gas In Everybody’s Column
—Eats Only Baby Food

in the Feehan house, Main street
CAMDEN
ROCKPORT
and will take possession at once.
Mr. and Mrs. Loring J. Orff were
Don’t forget the Mock Court Tria! I
Albert Rhodes and bride (Wilma
main _
Mrs. John K. Walker motored to called to Warren Monday by the
in the Opera linin' Aug. X, und • 1
Phippsburg' Friday to pass the day death of Mrs. Orff’s father. Nathan Carroll) returned Friday night from
a.rpiccs of Baseball Association
.
.
, , . .
their honeymoon trip which wa •with IMrs. Charles P. Percy of New M. Leach.
Tickets 50c, are on sale at Ames’ and
For three years 1 ate onIy baby
passed in Canada. Th'e homeward
York who is spending the summer
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Yenner and Journey was made via White Moun
B .ynton's.
i food, everything else formed gas.
ARC H
at the old .Percy homestead.
Mrs. Ernest Jones with Edgar Libby tains. They are for the present at
Mrs. A. W. Rich gave a dinner par- Now, thanks to Adlerika, I eat anyClarence bong is delivering milk as chauffeur started Monday on a B. Stanley Gregory's home, Glencove.
|ty Saturday night in honor of her thing and enjoy life."—Mrs. M. Gunn.
tour taking in New Hampshire, Ver
for Walter Bucklin.
son Russell who is home from Phila- i Just ONE spoonful Adlerika re
Lloyd Moody made a trip to Boston
Mrs. Lillian Hatch of Waltham. mont , Boston and XW York.
i elphia on vacation.
Mass., and Mrs. Otho Hatch are in
The annual meeting of the Baptist Friday returning on the boat Satur
lieves all GAS so you can eat and
Fred Eddy of the telephone com- I
Fairfield for a week with Mr. and Society was held in the vestry Mon- day night. He was accompanied by
sleep better. Acts on BOTH upper
dav'Vvenlng.
“
'The
'reportsof
officers'
hi*
daughter
Irene
Moody
who
has
pan.v left Monday for Springfield to
Mrs. Albert Welch.
and lower bowel removing poisons
take instruction in the dial system.
The members of the Baptist Circle showed the society to be in a satis- , been at the Massachusetts General
you never knew were there, and
.Mr. and Mrs. Guy Blood have re
and the Beta Alpha Club are re factory condition financially, all the Hospital for treatment.
which caused your stomach trouble.
Ralph Wilson returned Saturday to
turned to Hoslindale, Mass., after
quested to contribute candy fur the bills for the past year paid and a
No matter wliat you have tried for
spending a few days here.
fair to be held on the mall next balance in the treasury. The treas Criehaven after spending a few days
stomifeh and bowels, Adlerika will
Wednesday. Please consider this as urer and collector have worked dili at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur McNamara surprise you! C. It Moor & Co.,
Deane.
gently
to
accomplish
this.
Officers
a personal solicitation.
and daughters Georgia and Mar Druggists.
Charles Rhodes is moving this week
Kenneth Moody arrived Sunday elected for the year ensuing are:
garet of Boston are at their cottage
Ralph
A.
Carroll,
moderator;
Ed

into
n
part
of
the
Addie
Russ
house.
morning at the home of his parents,
at Hosmer Pond.
ward
O
’
B.
Burgess,
clerk:
Charles
Commercial street.
The Hensons |
on High street.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Grant and two
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Watts and M. Starrett, Ralph A. Carroll. Francis who have been occupying the tene- j
children of East Orange, N. J., ar*
IF
YOUR
feet
trouble
you
...
Tillson,
trustees;
Mrs.
Minnie
Xewment
for
the
past
two
months
re|
children Albert. Geneva and Donald
visiting Mrs. S. G. Ritterbush, Me
Main Spring* Arch. If you
Franklin of Wakefield. Mass., are bert. treasurer: Miss Mabel Fernald, turned Saturday to Massachusetts.
chanic street.
*
have no foot troubles . . .
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Grover. Edward O’B. Burgess. Mrs. Minnie
Friends in town of Miss Nellie
Mrs. Fred Irish and daughter Miss
Traffic officers Corey and Small Newbert. collectors: William Wash Harmon, a former teacher in the
again . . . Main Spring Arch.
l>< ris Ogier of Waltham, Mas^ ar
arrived Sunday and are quartered at burn. Miss Frances Shaw, auditors; Rockport High School are sorry to
It is insurance against foot
rive today to he guests of l)r. and
Mr and Mrs. William NeWbert’s Mrs. Marie Singer, H. B. Shaw. learn that her father, Eugene W.
troubles and foot fatigue.
Mrs. W. F. Bisbee.
while een.ent is being run upon the Ralph Tripp, pulpit committee; Miss Harmon was instantly killed and her
Let us show you.
Miss Mary McGrath of Bangor is
State highway from the prison to the Christine Moore, Miss Rosa Teel, brother. William Harmon is in a hos
Embody sacred memories. They
uucst of Mrs. S. G. Ritterbush for a
road leading from South Warren to Miss Edna Hilt, committee on music. pital suffering from concussion of
are tho evidence of loving
One of the pleasantest social func the brain as a result of the skidding
few days.
•Warren village.
The Jitney Players present “The
McLAIN
Capt. and Mrs. Ira Tupper spent tions of last week was the bridge of a ear in which they were riding.
thoughtf ulness.
Wonder’’ or “A Woman Keeps a
the weekend in Portland. They had party given by Miss Mahelle Brown ■ The accident occurred about eight
SHOE
STORE
«
Skilled in the craft of memorial
Secret” today, Tuesday at S p. m.,
as their guests Mr. and Mrs. William Thursday evening nt her home on .niles from Mars Hill, their home
Gleason street. Four tables of players town. Sympathy is extended the be
(Standard) Eaton Field. Tickets on
making, we are ready to aerve
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Newbert.
all skilled In the game and possessed reaved family.
<ale at Whitehall Inn and Ames’ j
Aaron Winchenbach is agpln ill.
yeur every need.
Drug Store.
At The Brook
Mrs. Bowdoin Grifton is entertain of an abounding enthusiasm sped the
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins is ill at her I
36Ttf
Little Ruth Giindie entertained I
ing for a few weeks her parents, Mr. time to a late hour. The value of the home on Central street. .She is being
rewards to the most skillful players
< ight of her young friends Monday
and Mrs. John Baker of Boston.
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
eared for by Mrs. Vesta Gray.
«. 9. Pet. Off.
afternoon in honor of her fifth birth- I
Barge Cohanseey arrived Friday added interest to the occasion. Re
A meeting of the Farm Bureau will
• lay anniversary. A dainty luncheon j
with 1164 tons of coal for Dunn & freshments were served by the
Inc.
Elliot Co. The barge is expected to hostess and Mrs. Marie Singer. be held Aug. 12 at the home of Mrs.
A conservative newspaper prints was served, the color scheme pink and
Leola Mann, opening at 10.30 a. m.
Those
present
were
Miss
Margaret
sensation because it is news. A sell- white. Miss Rutli proved a charm- !
tow out Wednesday.
EAST UNION, ME.
Jordan, Miss Ardelle Maxey, Mrs. The planning of the 1931 project will sational newspaper prints news be- in‘4 hostess and a jolly time was ,
» » • •
»4Ttf
Grace Strout. Mrs. Marie Singer, Mrs. constitute the principal feature of the cause it is sensation.—B. A. Smalley, enjoyed by all.
Yacht Yankee built for Capt. Bull Emilie Gould. Mrs. Christine Breaker, business. Dinner will be served at
of Boston was launched Friday from Mrs. Charlotte Gray. Miss Hilda noon. All members should make it a
C. A. Morse & Son’s boat shop.
George. Miss Lena Sliorey, Miss Al- point to attend.
Yacht ltoque sailed Sunday for cada Hall. Mrs. Eliza Walker, Miss
Basil Turner, mate of the yacht
Boston. It was built by the Morse Harriet Williams. Miss Gladys Do "Paragon" was home from East
Company for the Marine Architect herty. Miss Clara Spear. Mrs. Lucy Greenwich, R. I., last week for a
John Alden of Boston and and Js Wilson. Honors were taken by Mrs. short stay.
cnmmtmdcd by Lester Y’oung nf Eliza Walker, Miss Hilda George,
Remember that tomorrow, Wed
Pleasant Point, Cushing.
Mrs. Gray and Mrs. Emilie Gould.
nesday, is the day of the big fair of
Hcv. George Holilate of South Port
the Baptist Ladies' Sewing Circle on
land preached at the Federated
the Ernest Thompson lawn corner of
Church ’Sunday. Mr. Holgate and GEORGES RIVER ROAD Commercial and West streets. The
his family are here for two weeks on
Owing to the fine weather of last attractive surroundings together wttli
exchange with Itev. Hubert Leach.
tile large display of fancy articles,
George York motored from Quincy week most of the farmers finished aprons, quilts, cooked foods, etc..
and returned Sunday with his wife with their hay crops.
which will be on sale, should draw a
and children who have been visiting
The inspector from Augusta was large patronage.
their aunt Miss Eliza Whitney for a visiting in this district last week to
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Brann and son
insure the public of sanitary condi John have returned from a two
few weeks.
Miss Annie Wheeler of Houston. tions where milk is produced and
weeks’ visit with relatives In Boston.
Texas, and Mrs. Dorothy Lyons of handled.
Mrs. Berthj Robarts and daughter
Brookline. Mass., were overnight
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson and j Ruth were weekend guests of Mrs.
guests of Miss Harriet Burgess Sat daughter Lillian and Mr. and Mrs. Minnie Crozier, returning Monday
urday on their way to camp at South G. H. Bunker motored to Bar Har morning to their home at Newtonwest Harbor.
bor for the weekend.
ville, Mass.
Miss Harriet Noyes of Cambridge.
Mrs. Maynard Ingraham returned
Carl Malstrom has moved his fam
Mass., is spending two weeks with
home Saturday from the Community
ily to Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Susan Strout.
Edwin Harjula and Toiva Johnson Hospital where she had been a pa
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Andrews and
have gone to Michigan where the tient for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Frartk Bridges of Fram
Frederick Sylvester of Quincy,
latter will take treatments at the
ingham. Mass., are spending two
Mass., arrived Saturday to join his
health springs.
weeks at Pleasant Beach.
wife who is spending several weeks
Mrs. George Creighton is spending
with her mother, Mrs. Henry BornPORT CLYDE
a week with her husband in Boston.
deli. Beech street.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Spaulding of
The Baptist sewing circle hold their
Enos E. Ingraham is confined to
South Portland and Mr. and’ Mrs sale of fancy goods, ice eream, cake, his home by illness.
Wallace Spaulding of Camden were punch, candy, aprons and quilts at
Improvements are being made to
weekend guests of their parents, Mr. the public library Wednesday of this the William Price h’ouse on Franklin
and Mrs. Alonso J. Spaulding. Mrs week, afternoon and evening.
street.
Gordon Spaulding and child are
H. P. Townsend of Athol, Mass., is
F. Lome Wheaton, chiropractic
spending a week in North Cushing.
spending a few weeks with Mr. and '.physician and his father Hartley
The Harold Watts family of Bel Mrs. William Brennan.
] Wheaton of New Haven arrived Surmont. Mass., are with .Mrs. Wall and
Mrs? Lizzie Boyles of Cambridge, day morning by motor to spend a few
93-94-96-97
Mrs. Josephine Stone. Mr. Watts Mass., who is spending the month days as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ross
^eiaigramzizrajgiatBiBrjaiBmzfamzRm?^jBranfEjgjHiajarejziarejareraraiajgjHigrajaiajaigisjarajama>?jl
who accompanied them returned the at her summer hftme at enants Har Patterson.
same day to Belmont.
bor, passed the weekend with Mr. and
Plans are nearing completion for
Mr. and Mrs. Brehm who have been Mrs. Walter Simmons.
the Fred A. Norwood, W.R.C. fair
visiting their daughter Mrs. ten LaRalph Simmons and friend of At- which will take place Friday at
Course have returned to their home tldboro, Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs. G.A.R. hall and it is safe to predict
in Hoslindale, Mass.
Fred Simmons this week.
that they will meet with their usual
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason Cogan of
Dr. Carrol lof Boston has arrived grand success.
Members are re
Lewiston are guests this week of at his summer home.
quested to contribute to to each table.
their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Broadbent and child*
Oliver E. Ingraham was horn from
Cogan. Green street.
of New York are guests of Mrs. Bangor to spend the weekend with
A card from Mrs. Minnie Ludwig Frank Broadbent and Ervin Broad- his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Enos E.
announces the safe arrival of herself bent at their cottage.
Ingraham.
and grandson at Killarney, Ireland.
Miss Edith Gillmor of South
I rank M. Robinson has just com
Mrs. Cora Currier spent Thursday Hiram and Mrs. Minnie McLain of pleted a very fine job of paving for
with Mrs. Charles Tibbetts, Rock Thomaston were guests of Mrs. Etta E. K. Leighton. Broadway, Rockland
land.
and is now employed by the city on
Teel Sunday.
The Baptists will serve luncheon
an extensive paving job.
on the Mall at their fair Wednesday.
Mrs. William York of Clinton is the
Lady Caller: "Is the manager in?’’
Stephen P. Danforth has returned
Office Boy: ‘‘No, he just went out guest of her sister Mrs.’ Myra Giles.
to town from a business trip to New to lunch with his wife."
West street. Other recent guests of
York.
I.afiy Caller: "I see. When he gets Mrs. Giles weij£ her sons Harold and
Miss Frances Shaw is spending back jvlth the stenographer, tell him Leo Giles of Hudson and Mr. and Mrs.
part of her vacation at her home on his wife called.’’
Everett Giles of Bangor.
Pine street.

THOMASTON

SURING

WALK-OVER

every grave.

Memorials

New Crosley Radio
GIVEN AWAY
With Every New Willys Six Car

. Delivered Before September 1, 1930

E. O. PhilbrooR <S Son

632 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

Willys Six

Willys-Knight

Whippet

Sales and Service

<

kEA

L LY

IIP TO D/WTE

Dr. and Mrs. James W. Malonson
and son James. W. of Hopkinton.
Mass., and Mrs. Fannie Hart of
Framingham were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Grover.
Mrs. Margaret Lakeman was a guest
at the wedding of Miss Esther Ste
venson in Rockland Thursday even
ing.
•
Did you see the beautiful rainbow
last Thursday evening? It was gor
geous.
Mrs. Louise Clukey of Dexter was
a visitor at her former home here
last Tuesday.
Capt. and Mrs. Ira Tupper of Crie
haven are guests of Mrs. William
Newbert while the captain’s boat is
being repaired in Rockland.
The next meeting of the Thomaston
Garden Club will be held at the home
of Mrs. John Brown. Gleason street.
Thursday at 3 o’clock.
Mrs. Abbie Stetson and daughter
Mildred of Warren and Mr. and Mrs.
E«lgar Morse of Glencove were guests
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Swift. Mrs. Morse and children re
main!ng for the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fales of
Needham, Mass., Mrs. Foster Fales
and children of Portland, Mrs. Orris
Woster. Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Ames and
Mrs. Mathews of Camden and Mrs
Nina Gregory of Glencove were re
cent visitors at the home of Mr. and
Mrs Walter Swift.
Mrs. Wendall Robinson and chil
dren and Mrs. Robinson’s father of
Flushing, bong Island. X. Y.. arrived
Monday and are guests of Mrs. A. F.
Rice, Elliot street.
Those Who did not attend the serv
Ice at the Baptist Church Sunday
evening missed a fine entertainment
of music and reading, given by
George Hernandez, tenor, soloist
Frank iS. Alerik. pianist. The eon
eert was one of the best and the gen
tlemen were heartily congratulate!
at the close by lovers of good music
present.
Mr. and Mrs. Erman Lamb and
children of Nntlev, X. J., are visiting
Mrs. Lamb’s mother, Mrs. Ernest L
Montgomery.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesson Hawes who
have been with her parents, Mr. and
’ Mrs. Albert Keene at their summer
home here, are leaving today for !
Ma ssachusotts where they will visit ,
before returning fo their home Ir.
West Orange, N. J.

Everett Cook harleased a tenement

HUDSON
World’s Largest
Selling Eight
IS A PROVED
EIGHT

ERE’S the range of Tomorrow
and many a Tomorrow to come!

By official tests, by service in the hands of

This handsome Insulated Glenwood

individual owners, and by public accept

is so far ahead in principle, in beauty,

ance Hudson is a proved Eight. And official

and in equipment that it truly de

registrations, recorded in every state in

serves that much-abused adjective

the Union show that, for this year, more

"modern.” The smooth "Ourway”

Hudson Eights have been delivered to con

Top makes 4 burners do the work of
6; the "Shelf that Cooks” keeps two

sumers than any other Eight in the world.

utensils boiling with heat formerly

for the
COACH
91150 for the SSDA.y

wasted; and the Glenwood extra

*1050

Eight other models just as attrac
tively priced. Wide range of colors.

thick Oven Insulation

cooperates

with the AutomatiCook to prevent

lenuood

baking failures and reduce kitchen
labor to an absolute minimum.

Gl* RIMiES"

Ali prices (• «. b. Detroit, Factory.

Central Maine Power Company
*

BLAISDELl AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
710 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 896
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Augusta,

Bath,

at our Gas District Stores

j

Gardiner,

■

...

Rockland,

Watervill

$20 ALLOWANCE LOR YOUR OLD COOKING EQUIPMENT

Advertisements in this column not to exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 30 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
words make a line.

Lost and Found
LI GT Small «oM I'in ■with dark atones,
cither III Kimi- Kcsllval or al (Park Theatre.
FI..(|.'| please notify MRS. BASIL STINSON.
Tel. 869.____________________________ S3-I5
LOST Black and wide fox terrier. l’ETER
EbWARDS. Tel. 8P6-.I.
V3-S5
LOST Slide trombone in green hag on
highway between Portland and Brunswick.
Finder communicate SALVATION AILMY,
Rockland.
92*04
LOST—Old fashioned flat gold head bracelet
with ornament. Reward. CRIK'S GIFT'SHOP.
90-92
Ft>UNIC Bunch of keys on Alain St. Apply
at 1‘OLICK STATION.
90-02
FOUND A small tender boat. Owner can
have same ‘by proving and paying charges.
C. H. BEVERAGE, (North Haven, (Me.
03*0.3

Notice To Berry Pickers
ALL TRESPASSING and berry picking pro
hibited on the Libby property at Owl’s Head,
under penalty of the law. MRS. CARL LIBBY.
91-93

Summer Cottages and Board
If you have a cottage to let or desire sum
mer boarders advertise the fact In this nauei
where thousands will read of It.
TO LET “Red Roof” overlooking Lermond a
Pottd and Alford's Lakp, six furnished rooms,
water in the house, screened-in |M»rch, garage.
OS( AR S. IH NCAN, d36 Houlh LMaln St. Tel
457
93-98
WANTED il'upils to tutor. 1st to 4tU
grades, Inclusive, for remainder of the sum
mer beginning Aug. 11. CALL 1138-.M.
93-93
FO LET Cottage a Crawford Pond, Union.
89-tf
...................
.....
WILLIAM SA.NSOM Tel. 72• or .320-W.
TO LET For season summer cottage al
Owls Head.
MRS RUTH McBEATH. 38
Union St. Tel. 649.
73 tf
FOR SALK Large modern coUage at Cres
cent Beach, all Improvements, two-car garage,
fine location. EDWARD GOMA at Gonia's
Store. The New Bicknell.
73-tf
FOR SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent
Beach
All modern Improvement!.
LENA
K. SARGENT Tel. 994 or 990-M.
78-tf
TO LET Furnished cottage at Ocean View
Point, Spruce Head. J. S. ALLARD, Spruce
Head.
77-tf

To Let
TO LET Garage on JWater St. Tel. 10.
F, C. LINDSEY, Jr._____________
93-93
TO LET Small camp at Hobbs Pnrid. Hope,
Me., for months of Angdat and (September.
■MPS KF.wrtii tbOKD. 136 Limerock St.
Tel. 506-J.____________________________ 03-03
TO LET Six room tenement on Main St.
In good condition : electric lights and toilet.
J. H. MELVIN, 21 (lay St., Rockland.
92-tf
TO LET Furnished apartment and light
housekeeping rooms. Apply 2 WILLOW :ST.
02*04
TO J.ET—Cottage of 7 rooms and hath, (4
chambers) water in cottage, on shore. Kent
for August $73 or balance of season for $123.
MRS. J. E. PERRY, Pleasant Beach, South

Of-94

Thomastali.

TO LET House .it 29 James St., modern
improvements, newly papered and painted
throughout; also tenen nit 50’o (Summer St.,
bath room, gas range. t>esh paper and paint
throughout. F. E. HURLLY, 49 Summer St.
92-94
TO LET Three room furnished apartment,
adults only. LILLIAN BICKNELL, 47 Pleas
ant St.
92*94
TO LET Three furnished rooms lor light
housekeeping. 19 WILLOW ST.________ 91-93
TO LET Two furnished rooms at 34 Fl’LTON ST. Tel. 733-M.
91*93
TO LET -Three furnished rooms at 11
SUFFOLK ST. Tel. 364-M.___________ 90*93
TO LET -Garage and storage. V. F.
STVDLKY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
88-tf
TO LET Two car garage for dead storage.
E. F. LIBBY, Amesbury St.. Rockport.
84 tf
TO LET--Attractive furnished or unfur
nished apartment, 3 rooms, bath, garage,^all
modern, freshly decorated, adults preferred.
Inquire 5 LISLE HT. Tel. 489-R.
82 If
TO LET Five room tenement, all modern,
garage, southern exposure.
ROBERT V.
COLLINS, 373 Main St. Tel. 77.
80-tf
TO LET Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
and bath. CUTLER (DOK CO.
76-tf
TO LET Seven room tenement aim garage
at 10 High St. ETTA H. SANBORN, 23 Ames
bury St. Tel. 115R-W.
72-tf
TO LET -Seven room apartment, all mod
ern, with sun porch, corner Cedar and Brew
ster Sts., opposite Science Church. Aptdy at
MEN’S SHOP. Park St.
78-tf
TO LET—Furnished apartment of two
rooms, or single rooms, all modern. HILL
DANE. Tel. 427-R.
78-tf
TO LET—Cottage house on Camden St. ;
also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply
MRS. FROST, 8 Summer St. Tel. 318 R
.
78-tf
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
An-1' to B B. SMITH, Thorndike & Bll
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
78-tf

Miscellaneous

DO YOU LISTEN to our tine (Fuller radio
program every Saturday evening? Don't miss
the s|>ccial sale and premium offers (during
WANTED Cases by practical nurse. L. B. this month, they arc real opportunities. Tel.
(.'RAN r. Tel. 3P2-W.
93*95 9734M or write HW1N F. TOWNE, 17 Lindsey
St.
93*93
WANTED—By two adults, two br three fur
ORDERS TAKEN FOR ( LEAN, band picked
nished or partially furnished rooms for light
housekeeping In Thomaston. F. L. MAGI I RE, blueberries. MRS. CARL LIBBY, Owl's Head.
Station A, Thomaston, Me.
93*9." Tel. 333-12.___________________________91-93
WANTED Lumber. Either sawed and on i M- «W>HN LINT, IMedium, will be at the
stick* or sawed immediately. White birch'
of R A. Greene. 38 Beech St., every
squares, all alr.es. WTiitc birch flat stock. Tuesday for readings and treatment by ap
9t-tf
Beet b.'Jdrch and maple squares. Rock maple pointment. TEL. llSti-X
squares to be 'shipped green. Do not answer
I’ATCHWiiRK (Four pounds ginghams,
unless able to produce at once and •furnish $1) ; percale clippings, 7 pounds $1. Wonderguarantee. Address (611A CONGRESS KT.. tnl assortment. Postpaid. Or pay postman,
Portland, Me.
•
93-96 plus postage. Satisfaction guaranteed. LAWWANTED- Finnish girl for general house SON TEXTILE CO., 9 Aster Kt., Providence.
91*93
work. MRS. A. W. FOSS. 11 Beech St. Tel R. I.
.343.
92-94
PAINTING, PAPER HANGING, also mason
work,
brick,
cement,
plastering.
A
W.
GRAY,
WANTED Woman would like position as
housekeeper In respectable mpn's home. Call (‘•mtractor. 3 Adams St.. Rockland. (Me. 90-tf
or write 10 LKL-VYD ST.. R.ukland
91*93
FISHING PARTIES taken to Ashing
WANTED Any part of van load of furni grounds; everything furnished except eats.
Any
days except Tuesday. Thursday or Satur
ture for Boston enroute. Leaving Rockland
between Aug. 9 and 16. Write C. W., care day. S. T. AMK8. Rockland. Tel. 1070.
86*98
The I’ouiier-Gasette.
91-93
WE ARE PREPARED TO MAKE YOUR
WANTED d’aatry cook at KNOX HOKVITAL.
91-93 wool Into yarn. Write for prices and particu
lars. Also yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLETT.
WANTED 41lrl for general housework. Harmony, Ale.
83-94
MRS. RUBE.NSTELN. 6 Talbot Ave. Tel. 1283.
ROCK ANl) CBMEXT WOkh/cellur walls
99 tf
built and repaired ; all kinds of lawn work, by
WANTED- Agents In Rockland and vicinity the day or contract. BEN.IAMLN KNOWL
to well Christmas cards; $1 assortment con TON. 34 Brewster St. Tel. 467.
73*86-tf
taining 84 pieces 30 per cent profit. SARAH
LAWK MOWERS repaired ami sharpened,
STONE STUDIOS, Bangor. Me.
88-130
called for and delivered. Satisfaction guar
WANTED Experienced stitchers it MOI) anteed. CRIE HARDWARE CO.. Rockland.
ERN PANTS CO.
78-tf Tel. 791. v
73-tf
WANTED—To loan Money on auto, house
MONEY TO LOAN od 1st and 2nd mort
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per gages KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 School 8L
cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX Opp, postofflce.
78-tf
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofflce.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON tile your saws and
78-tf
repair your furniture at 2i6 LIMEROCK NT
Tel.. 1410.
78-tf
Notice To Dog Owners
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
t
t i
>,1 Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm 8t. Mall orders
X TK% T» ..WII.TS nf dops rnnnlng l.„.w. ,„||r|tert H.
RHODES Tel. 519-.I
7R If
I will not !be responsible for what may hap- —
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, I OTTAGES
pen to your dog found running loose on my
and estates, up-to-date property. In the gar
property at Bear Hill, Rockville. Maine.
Any dogs running deer, rabbits out of sea den spot of Maine—Peuobseot Bay. Write
son or chafing and disturbing my cattle and us what you want. ORRIN J DICKEY, Bel
fast. Me.
78 tf
sheep will he shot on sight.
Owner of dogs beware. Keep your dogs up.
H B RICHMOND, Hilltop, Bear Hill. Rock
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember ttiat you
ville, rde.
9-3-116 j can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at the Old South News Agency.
Washington St., next Old South Church

Wanted

For Sale

FOR SALE— <23 ft. power boat. (Star engine
with marine clutch, would make a fine lobster
boat. .1. iH. MILLER. (Rockport.
93-98
FOR (SALE- dry slabs in 2 foot bundles. 10
bundles for Al. Edgings. 10 bundles for $1.
Delivered anywhere. R. S. JORDAN, 6 Kelley
lane. Tel. 322 M.
!'3-93
FOR SALE Eight room house with bath.
Modern coBtenleaces. Extra lot of land.
Opportunity to let two room apartment. In
quire 41 GRAPE ST. Tel. 19 W.
FOR -SALE-Barber shop, best one-chair
shop in city. Established 7 years. Business
for two. Other business, reason for selling. I
have made a living for family of eight in It.
Act quick.' Address BARBER, care Uourler-Gazette.
93-tf

NOTICE
Notice Is Hereby Given that Richard E.
.Mandell of Thomaston, in the County of Knox
and State of Maine, has made application to
the Maine Board of Bar Examiners for exami
nation for admission to the bar of the State
of aim- at the session of the Board to be held
at Portland. Maine, on the first Wednesday
of August, A. D. 1930.
PHILIP <1. CLIFFORD.
. ,
.
Secretary of the Board.
JHly 34. 1930.
89 and 92-933

ItyR
Vfceord 4".
inns and
liinKs
and $oft wood, (2 cord, $3. JJl'KE It.
BREWSTER. (R. F. D (City or Tel. 48-W.
93*98
FOR SALE- -Packard, Twin-Six, 7 passen
ger closed model. Engine recently overhauled ;
mechanically perfect. (lno<l paint, good tires.
Two new spares, with covers. Big bargain for
quick sale. A. U. ROBBINS, Ash d’olnt. 'Me.
Phone 373-14.
92*97
FOR SALE—Lunch room. Best location in
busiest city of Maine. Overhead low : yearround business. Bargain If taken immediately.
38 CENTER STREET. Bath.
92*94
FOR SALE Desirable salt water frontage;
three large Jots: beautiful view: 29 rain. town.
State road. L. T. L., Cour 1 et -Gaae11e.
92*94
FOR SALE— Red raspberries for preserving,
any amount, order at once. OYERNRSS KARKBSIA.N, 137 Middle St. Tel. 368-W.
92-94
FOR SALE—30 acre farm at Ingraham Hill.
Jersey Cow, SO pullets, 1924 Ford sedan.
LELAND HAWKINS, Ingraham Hill. Tel
1184-M.
92-94
FOR SALE—Covered J)o<lge truck,
ton,
with four good tires. TLARENCE TIIOMI1
SON. Independent Coal Co.
89-96
FOR SALE (’nnaries, extra nice singers, all
colors. Public cordially invited to call and
look them over. Also Poston Bull pups.
MRS. A. K. JACKSON, Clarry Hill, Union.
89-94
FOR SALE- 30 ft. open launch without en
gine at Axel Gornros’ shop, 641 Main St..
Rockland ; also 28 ft. Friendship sloop com
plete with new sails at Brown's shop, North
Haven. Apply to J. H. WORRALL, North
Haven.
89*94
FOR SALE—Six room bungalow at in
Admontcm Ave.. Rockland, furnished, with
Improvements: price right to settle an estate
CARRIE NICHOLS, 31 HUI St.. City. Tel
831-W.
8r,-tf
FOR SALE- Laundryette washing machine
A l condition. Price right for (prick sale.
EVERETT E. F. LIBBY, Amesbury St..
Rockport.
______
84-tf
FOR SALE -Two family house, first class
condition, with Improvements, $2630. V. F.
STl'DLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1980.
79-tf
FOR SALE Mill wood 4 ft. long. $6.30;
stove length. $8 ; fitted wood, $14 ; also lumber.
L. A. PACKARD, R. F. I). Tlionfaston.
73-tf
FOR SALE—230 acre farm,- house and ba...
In good condition, 1000 cords hard wood, some
blueberry land, cuts CO tons hay, Waldoboro,
$3600, easy term. V. F. STL’DLEY, 69 Park
St. Tel. 1080.
72-tf
FOR SALE—-Wood that makes warm!
friends. Tel. Rockland 123-W or 122-2 Thorn
aston. Fitted wood. $14: junks, $12; cord
wood, $10. del. O. H. CRIE & CO.. ThomasIon. Successor to Ralph Conant At Son.
_____
78-tf
FOR SALE—Hardwood fitted, $14 ; junks,
$12; long, $10: fitted limbs. $10; fitted soft
wood and slabs. $8: also lumber. T. J. CAR
ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
78-tf
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descriptions
In Rockland A large list of summer cottages
In fact all kinds of real estate
Come and
talk over my list if vou wish to buv KOBER1
U. t’OLLLNS, 375 Mala SL Tel.77.
78-tf

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me, Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
try raiaer,

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 thia Arm h&s
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450 ; 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE'S
ROCKLAND, ME.

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay Highest Price
No lot too large; none too email

Call Warren, Me. 2-3
or write, care of

C. W. McKellar
Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Ralcer
Ul>tf

In addition to personal nous regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially des’res Information of social happenings,
parlies, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................................... .................. m

Mrs. Charlotte Brackett Is having
her annual vacation from The Cou
rier-Gazette offic^ Mrs. Ruth Whit
more of the High School faculty is
temore of the High' School faculty is
that capacity while Miss Helen York
is un her European tour later in the
summer.
Miss Avis I’. Alexander of Vance
boro is visiting her sister, Mrs. S. C.
Burns, I’ark street.
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Every-Other-Day

Orrin F. Perry of New York has
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Stiles of Au
gusta were weekend guests of Mr. joined his family at Crescent Beach
and Mrs. Herbert Kailoch, Amesbury for a week’s stiy.
street.
,
Alton E. Young is confinld to his
Mr. and Mrs. James Leighton and home with an injured knee.
daughter Gladys of St. Petersburg,
Recent- guests at the School
Fla. who have been visiting relatives
Un Waldoboro and Winslow's Mills for street home of Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
several days are guests of Mr. and Bates are Mr. and Mrs. Mark Barker
and daughter Marilyn of Lewiston
Mrs. R. L. Jones at The Highlands.
and Arthur Bates of Parkersburg,
Chester B. Jones of Waldoboro was West Va. The latter after a week’s
stay has returned home.
a visitor in the city yesterday.

Mrs. Joseph Dondis entertained at
bridge and luncheon Friday evening
with Miss Etta Dondis of New York
and Miss Ida Rubenstein of Fall
River, as honpr guests. There were
three tables in play, honors being won
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Atkinson of
by Mb's. Evelyn Grace, Miss Lillian Ellsworth were weekend gutwts of
Berliawsky of New York, Mrs. Ida Mrs.
Minnie
Rogers,
Amesbury
Berman of Lewiston and Miss Pear!
street.
Cohen, and guest prizes for Miss Don
dis and Miss Rubenstein.
Miss Agnes Studley who is training
in the Children’s Hospital. Boston,
Carl Clark and sons Kennetli and
arrived Sunday to be the guest of Mr.
Lawrence of Marlboro, Mass., were
and Mrs. Ray Newton at The High
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
lands.
ward Gonia at Crescent Beach, on
their return home being accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. Borden Russell and
by Mrs. Clark who hhd been visit
daughter Jane of Newton, Mass., are
ing her sister, Mrs. Gonia, for several
at the Luce Homestead, Camden road,
days.
for three weeks.

Miss Annie Dean is having her an
nual vacation from the office of the
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Dean, Mr. and
Lawrence Portland Cement Company
Mrs. Bernice W. Hogan is substitu Mrs. Raymond Watson and son left
by motor Sunday for Medford, Mass.,
ting.
where they will be guests of relatives
Bert St. Clair and sister Miss for the week.
Relta St. Clair of Bath were Visitors
Miss Edna Gregory is the guest of
in this city Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Perry at ReadMr. and Mrs. A. L. Vose, George field.
Hall and Mrs. Ellen Hall left early
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Walker and
Saturday morning for Gorhhm, where
daughter Mary, and Mr. and Mrs.
they were joined by 'Miss Cora Hail,
Rlehaird Rhodes of Portland were
who is attending summer school
weekend guests of Miss Caroline Lit
tlierb, and proceeding to the White
tlefield, Limerock street.
Mountains made a tour of the four
notches, Pinkham, Dixfield, Fran
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shitw of
conia and Crawford. They returned
Providence are guests of relatives
Sunday leaving Miss Hall at Gorham.
and friends in Rockland and Thom
They came home by way of Ossipee. aston.
It was a wonderful trip as the day
was so clear and beautiful. Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cottrell of
night was spent in one of the new Framingham, Mass., were weekend
overnight camps at Crawford Npteh. guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Cottrell,
The trip was made in Mr. Hail's new Pleasant street.
Dodge car which took the high places
easily.
Miss Carolyn Reed motored to
Hampden Saturday, on her return
Rev. and Mrs. K. H. Cassens and home being accompanied by her
son George Frederick of Hancock, brother, Bruce Reed, who is employed
who have been guests of Mr. and in Livermore Falls for the summer.
Mrs. G. Carl Cassens, Camden street, Mr. Reed returned to his work yes
the past week returned home yester terday.
day. Rev. Mr. Cassens occupied the
pulpit at the First Baptist Church,
Mrs. H. B. Fales has been in Port
Sunday morning and evening, and land for a few days, the guest of Mrs.
conducted the communion service. G. M. Barney.
There was a goodly attendance in the
morning. The sermon showed much
Kailoch Class will hold a picnic
study and deep thought. His rich dinner at Oakland Park. Thursday.
voice was heard to advantage in the Those not solicited will furnish pas
hymns.
try. Everyone take dishes and their
own beverage.
Mrs. Laura Williams of Lisbon
Falls is visiting Mrs. E. B. Richard
A. P. Blaisdell and family are
son, Warren street.
spending the month of August at
Holiday Beach, occupying one of thte
Dr. Frank H. Richardson and fam Duncan cottages.
ily of Medford, Mass., are on their
annual vacation, and ape the guests
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Morton spent the
of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Poland in weekend with relatives in Cushing.
Friendship.
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse Kenderdine
Miss Carrie Fullerton wdio has been have arrived home from Plain-Held, N.
spending h’er vacation with her par J„ where they spent the month of
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fullerton in South July with relatives. Their vacation
Thomaston, returned to West Somer was somewhat marred by illness of
ville, Mass., Sunday night.
Jack and the baby.

____
ui I
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Stevens and ,layson Tom of Lincoln were over Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Twaddell and
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. I. son Vaughn and Mrs. Blanche Cgle
Ayer.
of Portsmouth are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Freeman Young at Treasure
Mr. and Mrs. Howard C. Woodside
Chest cottage, Cooper's Beach. Mr.
of Portland and Miss Mabel Stearns Twaddell is' manager of the Persona!
of Claremont, N. IL, who have been Finance Co. at Portsmouth.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Morton
at The Highlands returned home Sat
NORTH HAVEN
urday.
A rose trellis along the wall in
Mrs. Arnold Rogers (Esther Ste front of the 'Baptist parsonage adds
venson) has arrived home from Bos much to the attractiveness of the
ton, and in about a month's time, frontage.
Miss Blanche Cushing returned
after lie’- eyes are entirely well, will
,.,r,oce.e.d to Council Bluffs, Iowa, to Thursday from an extended motor
trip visiting 'Bangor, Dover-Foxcroft.
join Mr. Rogers.
Greenville, Klpogenus Liam, Bluehill
Mrs. George Creighton (June An and -Bar Harbor. The' trip to the
drews) of Thomaston Is spending ttje $3,000,000 dam of the Great Northern
week in Boston with' Mr. Creighton Paper Company at Klpogenus is one
who is steamboat inspector at that of 40 miles through the forest lands
of -Maine. One sees Katalidin and
port.
beautiful mountain scenery which
Miss Arlene Newbert has resumed along with coastal Maine makes the
her duties at the Cutler-Cook store State unsurpassed in scenic attrac
after a week's vacation spent with tions.
The Get-Together Club held its
her sister, Mrs. Richard Webb and
meeting Thursday at the home of
family, at Caddy's Point.
Mrs. Eunice Brown. There was a
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Randlett good number present. Tlie members
(Rose Merrifield) and son who have made it the occasion of congratu^
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alden lating Mrs. Brown upon her 87th
Merrifield. Thomaston, have re birthday anniversary, Aug. 1. Active
turned to their home in East Milton, as ever Mrs. Brown is second to none
Mass. They were accomiianied by for taking long distance walks. It is
Mrs. Merrifield who will be their nothing unusual for her to walk to
the church Sundays, and even to the
guest for a time.
village. -Her son-in-law Mr. Ames
Misses Mary, Anna, Agnes an 1 of Boston was a guest at her home
Alice Higgins are at the Clark cot Thursday and Friday.
tage, Cantatytgia, Ash Point for die
month of August.
They have as
house guests Mr. and Mrs. John
Higgins and sons John and Robert cf
Belmont, Mass.

Mrs. Ernest W. Clark of Cam
bridge, Mass., is occupying her new
cottage the "Annex” at Ash Point.

John Boles

Rev. and Mrs. Harry C. I.e.aeh and
daughters Ava, Marian and Virg'of Hackensack, N. J„ are at the MeLoon cottage. Pleasant Beach tor me
month of August.

In

Parker Merriam was in Boston ort
business for a few (Lays last week.

Miss Hilda George of Thomaston
leaves Aug. 13 for -Sun Francisco en
route to Honolulu, where she will be
engaged in public health nursing for
tlie next two years. Thursday even
ing. together with' Mrs. Bari Wilson
of Gray, she was a guest of honor at
a bridge luncheon given by Miss Mabelle Brown. The guests were Mrs.
Albert T. Gould of Waban, Mass.,
Mrs. Christine- Breaker of Buffalo, N.
Y.. Mrs. Lee Walker, Mrs. William
Gray. Hrs. Marie Stinger. Mrs. J. Wai
ter Strout. Miss Margaret Jordan.
Miss Ardell Maxey. Miss Harriet Wil
liams, Miss Lena Shorey, Miss Aleada
Hall. Miss Gladys Doherty and Miss
Clara Spear, all of Thomaston.

Leigh Maj'o is enroute from Akron.
Ohio, with a party of Western friends.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred S. Keyes are
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Harold
Howe in Concord, N. H., while Mr.
Keyes is having his annual vacation
from Burpee & Lamb’s store.
Louis Carini of Boston is visiting
his brother, Fred Carini. I’ark street.

Mrs. Marguerite Johnson of The
Courier-Gazette force is having a
week’s vacation.

-Maurice and Arthur Carnes who
have been spending their vacation In
Rockland have returned to their home
in Milford, X. H.

Mr. and Mrs. Austin Day and
Henry Day of Rockland, and Mr. and
Mrs. Warren Feyler of Thomaston
made a 260-mile motor trip Sunday,
tho tour embracing Bangor, Did Town
Waterville and Augusta.
Mr. Day.
senior, tells of big doings at Mt.
Waldo, where a high class granite
plant is being installed to handle con
tracts aggregating well Into the mil
lions. Visits to the new industrial
project at Bucksport and the Indian
reservation at Old Town were among
th'e high spots of the trip.

for lc EXTRA

Your OLD Iron is
worth $1 when
applied toward
this Purchase
BOTH for

You pay but one cent for the Little
Princess Iron — wonderfully well
made just like our big irons, only half
the size. Weighs three pounds and i3
ideal in the home for ironing dainty
things, such as lingerie, curtains,
handkerchiefs, baby clothes, etc. Just
the thing for traveling.

THIS OFFER IS GOOD ONLY UNTIL AUGUST 9th

WHY THE BLACK HILLS?

tfc)

“Captain of
The Guard’
% ;

•With

a literal translation of
the name given to the mountainous
region in western South Dakota by
the Sioux Indians. In the Dakota
tongue the name was Paha Ssipa^
alluding to the dark and somber
aspect of the plne-elad heights as,
seen from tlie plains. These heights (
really deserve to be called mountains,
llarncy Peak, with an elevation of
7.242 feet above sea level is higher than
any peak in the Appalachian or Ozark
ranges. There are several other peaks
in the Black Hills with altitude* of
6.000 feet or more.

“INSURANCE”
Sportlight
Cartoon
Comedy
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
NOW SHOWING

ZO-tf

*

FOR YOUNG WOMEN
training for
college and for life. General
preparatory course and two
years’ co'lege work with op
portunities for individual
talents. Music, art, dramaiice, home economica, sten
ographic course,. Small
classea. Protective home
supervision. Gymnasium and
outdoor sports. 100th year
Rate J1000. Cutalot.
Ac.n»1 M. Sapponn, Prio.
Box T
Portland, Maine

Thorough

* - * "

»

imI

- L
1<D1.

(S’"
.tz .

SIMON K. HART
MONUMENTS
53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
42Ttf

As Happy as the Title

One of the
Publix
Theatrei
Tel. 408

Homt of
Paramount
Picture*

“LET US BE GAY”
By Ilachel Crothers

NEXT WEEK
Curtain Rises at 7.15 E. 8. T.

Monday, August 11
John Galsworthy’s Great Play

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

NORMA SHEARER
in a fascinating story of a wife who
makes her hudband regret his escapade

“ESCAPE”

With

MARIE DRESSLER
ROD LA ROCQUE, HEDDA HOPPER
ALSO

Talking Short Subectl

LEGION
CIRCUS
EXPOSITION

Preceded by the Prologue ar
ranged in honor of the Mass
achusetts Tercentenary.

Operatic
Music Festival
Direction Dr. Wm. IL Chapman

LET US BE; GAY

Famous Artists in Varied
Programs
Monday Night, Aug. 25
Tuesday Night, Aug. 26
Wed. Matinee, Aug. 27
A Vocal and Instrumental
• Treat
Make Reservations Now

Lakewood Inn

NOT A CARNIVAL
18

FEATURE CIRCUS ACTS
ALL PROFESSIONAL

18

Direct from the Greatest Shows On Earth

NOW
ALL THIS WEEK

Breakfast, Luncheon, Dinner

THURSDAY FRIDAY

SUNDAY CHICKEN
DINNER $1.50

WM. POWELL
IN

SHOWS
Daylight Time
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Sat. Continuoue
2.00 to 11.00

IF YOU WAIT
You’ll Be Sorry

5 Miles North of Skowhegan
Mail Lakewood, Skowhegan, Me.,
Tel. Skowhegan 434
Every Night Except Sunday
7.30 P. M. Standard Time

ALL THIS WEEK
Monday, August 4

“NOT DAMAGED”

LAKEWOOD DANCES

PUBLIX

ROCKLAND!

Seminary and
Junior College

LAKEWOOD

IN

Every Tuesday and Friday

440 MAIN ST.

e

ADDED

EDDIE CANTOR

‘FOR THE DEFENSE”

DORMAN’S

oar atom

wcstbrook.

LAURA LAPLANTE

"Keeps the Foot Well"
for Men and Women

Heel-to-Ball Fitting

Set instantly for any
heat you want. When
the Iron reaches this
heat, current shuts off
automatically. When
the Iron starts to
cool, current switches
on. Never cools —
never overheats.

Just a fdwdays left to buy this MASTER Auto
matic Sunbeam at this special offer. Hents
quickly and keeps an absolutely even heat, no
matter what heat you set it for. Automatical
ly controlled should you forget to shut it off.
Hij^h, Medium and Low, with every heat in be
tween—finger-tip control—any heat you want
with the touch of a finger on the adjustment
control.

at any of

Paramount Sound News

/WCH

and Get This $3.50 Iron

1 'Black Hills is

Rev. S. E. Frohock of Milo is at
Mr. and Mrs. George Kneeland of
Sherman are guests of Mrs. E. L. Holiday Beach, occupying the cot
tage of his son, Or. H. 'W. Frohock.
Sargent at Crescent Beach.

Phlfip Cummings and Miss Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Hanson of
Portland and Florida are occupying Learned of Malden, Mass., are guests
the apartment over tlie “old engine of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Chatto at
house” at The Highlands for title Crescent Beach.
summer.
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph P. Blaine of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Hall, Canaan, N. H„ and Miss Alma SiClaremont. N. H.. and Mrs. -Mary mard of Manchester, N. 11., were
Otterson., IMa'rlboro, Mass and ii.tr. guests last week of Mr. and Mrs.
Ellen -Bird Mott of Boston. Mass., Willis Anderson, who are summering
spent the weekend with their old at Ash Point.
schoolmate, Mrs. Thomas F. Keating,
Mrs. C. A. Marson of Pittston is tlie
at Hotel Rockland.
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Herbert
Mrs. Edwin U. Curtis of Boston Hall, Summer street.
and Thomaston who has been
Capt. George Horton left yesterday
abroad for
(several months.
is
at present motoring through Eng for a business trip to Boston and
land, Scotland. Wales and Ire New York.
land, after a visit in London, where
Kate Douglas Wiggin's incompar
she arrived in time to attend the
Fourth of July reception given by able play “The Did 1’eahndy Pew"
Ambassador and Mrs. Dawes.
She takes place tonight at the pictur
stayed for a month in the English esque Hope Corner church under the
metropolis. Mrs. Curtis spent the auspices of tlie Universalist organ
early spring traveling in Italy, later fund committee. The lively demanVl
attending the Passion Play at Ober- for tickets indicates a capacity house.
ammergau, and spending June in Dt^William Ellingwood as "Justin"
and Miss Adelaide E. Cross as
Paris.
"Nancy" ate playing the leading
Miss (Hive Carnes who has heeen roles.
visiting relatives in Milford, X. H., re
turned Friday.

Pay
$875(Reg-Price) of one
w
.
*

Central Maine Power Co.

The voice that
swayed a nation!
The hero of
“Rio Rita” in a
powerful romance—

This is the month when Rockland
Mrs. Charles Creamer of Winslow’s
homes have most of their "company.” Mills was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
The Courier-Gazette will l>e glad to William Milligan. Rankin street, yes
have the names of your guests, and terday.
they will like their friends to know
they are in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Talbot and Mrs.
David Talbot are at Lakewood for a
Mrs. Frank M. Elwell and daughter tew days.
Miss Justina L. Elwell of West Som
erville. Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tasker and son
Mrs. Albert L. Gtiptill at Ingraham Arthur of Bradford were weekend
Hill.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. FYank Hunter
at The Highlands, on their return
John May and family of Westfield, home being accompanied by t*heir
N. J., are occupying the George Sim small daughter Barbara who had
mons cottage at Crescent Beach.
been visiting her grandparents, for
two weeks.
•
Mrs. James N. East Is in Knox
Hospital for surgical treatment.
Mrs. Otho Hatch and Mrs. Lillian
Hatch of Waltham, Mass., are guests
Russell Lee Willey has returned of relatives in Fairfield.
from Jefferson where he has l>een
visiting a friend for two weeks. He
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Middleton of
is now visiting his sister Mrs. Harold Philadelphia are house guests of Miss
Pratt in Tenant's Harbor.
Alice Whitney at Ingraham Hill.

Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton of Thomas
ton entertained at bridge and lunch
eon Thursday evening with Mrs.'
Frederick Randlett (Rose Merrifield)
of East Milton, Mass., as honor guest.
Among the guestH was Mrs, L. N.
Benner of Rockland.

Mr. and Mrs. Newton J. Peck, Mr.
and Mrs. George Hubbell of Woodbridge, Conn., returned to their homes
Monday after a few days stay at
“Saint’s Retreat.”
Mr. and Mrs’. William Boynton have
returned from Middleboro, Mass., to
spend the remainder of their vacation
at their farm. They have as their
guest Miss Betty Thompson of New
Haven, Conn.
Mrs. Nancy Bushnell of Thomas
ton is at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. W. F. Flint, while recuperating
from a sprained ankle.
Mr. and Mrs. William Rivers and
daughter Betty of Quincy, Mass., are
guests at W. A. Rivers’.
Mrs. Basmer and her two chil
dren are at the Wheelock cottage for
their annual vacation. They are to
be joined by Mr. Bunstner as soon as
he can leave his business in New
York.
Rev. F. C. Wheelock has joined his
family here for the remainder of the
month. He is then to return to their
home in Springfield and resume the
activities of his large and busy
parish, Mrs. Wheelock will resume
teaching tlie deaf in the schools of
that city.
Mrs. D. T. Rivers with her .son
Thomas and daughter Mabelle of
Allston, Mass., is in town for an in
definite stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin of Woburn,
Ma>s., are at Mrs. Lucia Goddard's
for a few weeks, Mr. Austin is soon
to be retired from the Railway Mail
Service after which he is to erect a
bungalow on his lot here, which he
purcha.^ed a few years ago from the
late E. B. Hart.
Emerson Perkins and D. E. Maloney
and family motored to Waldoboro
Sunday where they were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Moody.
Master Arthur Dewey Moody of
Waldoboro is the guest of his grandpar* nts Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Maloney.
Mrs. F. 'L. Killeran is at home from
Knox (Hospital, where* she received
surgical treatment. Her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. F. L. Maloney, are with her
and her husband for an indefinite
time.
Willis Spear of Thomaston has
bought a lot of land from Mrs.
Jennie Frye to which he has moved
the garage, which he is having con
verted into a bungfTlow. He is assist
ed by Winfield Richards of Camden.
E. A. Webster was in Thomaston
Saturday on business.
Newton J. Peck has bought of
Mrs. Donald (Karl of Rockland, her
Interest fin Grover's (Point.
Augustine (Robinson and party of
friends who spent the past two weeks
in town returned Friday to their re
spective homes in South Boston.
Stoneham and Winchester, Mass.

Misses Helen Leach and Winola
RIchan motored to Lewiston last
week where they were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Avard Richan for a few
days. Saturday they went to Lakewood and attended a performance of
“The Plutocrat." On the homeward
trip they made short stops at Far
mington and Belgrade Lakes.

Mr. and Mrs. Vinal W. Smith, Miss
Marian Smith and Lewis Smith of
Bradford, Mass., Miss Edna Roberts
of Danvers, Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Fer
dinand Winsor and Miss Elizabeth
Winsor of Rosilndale. Mass., are at
the Davies cottage, Ash Point, for
the month of August.

Mi. and Mrs. Fred True witnessed
the performance of the Al. G. Barnes
circus in San Diego last March and
say it is one of the .finest of shows
The Mabel Stark and high wire acts
being worth the price of admission.

Daniel Young.

Miss Mildred Hopkins of Somer
ville. Mass., is the guest of Capt. and
Mrs. Herbert Philbrook, Shaw aveenue, for the week.
'

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Benner of Som
erville. Mass., were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Fickett, Rankin
street. On their return home they
were accompanied by their daughter
Constance, who had been tlie guest of
-Mary B. Sylvester is thc*guest of -Miss Irma Fickett for the month of
Miss Pauline Stearns in Millinocket. July.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. McAuliffe,
daughter Marguerite and son Ronald
of Winthrop, Mass./ arrived Sunday
and are to lie guests of Mrs. McAu
liffe's parents, Mr. and\Mrs. E. O.
Babb, 10 South street.

Dr. Elliot was a passenger on the
Boston boat Sunday night, returning
to his home in Salem, Mass., after va
cationing at “Montpelier” for thf
past month. His family is to remain
later, to avoid the heat of the city.
Alvaro Olson is cutting hay for

Miss Rose McNamara is leaving
today for Eagle Rock, Va., where she
Mrs. C. R. Gilley’ entertained the will visit relatives.
THE Club last evening at supper and
cards at her cottage at Cooper's
Mrs. Margaret Armstrong returns
Beach.
today to her home in Belmont, Mass.,
after an extended visit with friends
Stanley Nickerson and family who in this city and Thomaston.
have spent the month' of July at the
Duncan cottage. Holiday Beach, have
Herbert Moon is critically ill and
returned to Melrose.
was taken to Knox Hospital yester-

Sixteen members of the Lafalot
Club enjoyed a picnic supper with
Christo! Cameron at Holiday Bench
Saturday night.
How the girls
missed Zene.

Mrs. Charles Lundewall of Perth
Amboy. N. J., and Mr. and -Mrs. Ber
nard Thompson and Mr. and Mrs. An
drew Mikkelson and three children.
Andrew. Robert and Betty were
weekend guests of MA. Lundewali's
daughter, Mrs. Ella Willey, at the
home of William Creighton, 10 Lisle
street. They also called on Mrs.
Harold Pratt at Tenant's Harbor.
Mrs. Willey had not seen her mother
for 10 years, and the occasion was a
doubly pleasant one on this account.

CUSHING

. Home of
Paramount
Pictures
TEL. 892

“EVERY SEAT A COOL RETREAT"

Lou Lissack’s
Orchestra
Overnight Bungalows
Perfect Modern Equipment

CIRCUS GROUNDS, ROCKLAND
Under Mammoth Spread of Waterproof Canvas
AMPLE PARKING SPACE
NITES—Doors Open 7.00 P. M.
MATINEES—WED., SAT., Doors Open 1.30 P.M.

NEW CHEVROLET COACH /GIVEN AWAY AT
THE CIRCUS SATURDAY NITE, AUG. 9

Every-Other-Day
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SPECIALS
Ml

DAY BEDS
Complete with Panelled Ends

$18.95

SPECIALS

This Great Annual Sales Event Is Bigger This Year Than Ever. Our Store Is Larger. Our Stocks
More Complete and Our Values the Greatest Ever Offered In Local Furniture History. Whatever
Your Requirements We Can Supply You with Satisfaction and At the Lowest Possible Price!

W
BEDROOM SUITES

Come In, State Your Needs, Browse Around Our Big Store
and the New Annex and Learn About Furniture Values!

DINING ROOM SUITES
REED CHAIRS
Spring Cushion
hion Seats, Handsome
Cretonnes

$7.95
s

BABY CARRIAGES
STROLLERS—

$9.95

CEDAR CHESTS
$8.85

STROLLERS WITH HOODS—

$17.25

Never before have such values

Save on these Suites. Every One

BABY CARRIAGES—

been

Sharply Reduced; Finely Fig

$17.25

offered.

Walnut at $14.85

Table, Euffet,

China and five Chairs, only—

ured American Walnut. Sale—

Reed Living Room Suites

DECORATE TO SUIT
H
SI

1 [l/n
i 'a . iiiiiM i uh h urr

TELEPHONE SETS

1-3 Off On All 1-3
REFRIGERATORS

UiiUiymuiiii

With Scatsi—a Handy Thing To
Own

$4.95

A SPLENDID PARLOR SUITE
iThree Pieces, Lasts a Lifetime. Full Spring Construcjtion, Jacquard Velour .............................................................
IWe have many other styles, $89 up. We have an espe
cially attractive Mohair at $149.75.

Make your heme a joy of mod

ern allurement.

Occasional Tables

Sale Price—

This Reed Suite is a wonder buy

SWAYERS

—beautifully built, choice erew
tonnes, full spring construction.

All Styles and Colors

One-Half Price

Note This Wonder Value!

Fits Every Corner, Relieves Ev
ery Barren Spot

Special

$5.25

on

Lamps

KITCHEN CABINET
Sale Special At—

$27.95

MATTRESSES
A Very Special Value. One Lot

$6.75
Layer Felt $12.75. S'lk Floss
$17.75: Inner Coil Spring Mat
tress. $19.75.

$18.75

We have some exceptional values in

Complete

our big stock of Lamps, all styles—

bridge, floor, boudoir and table—

Iron Bed, any finish, 2 inch Posts; National Spring and
a Good Mattress

UGS

CARD TABLES
An Especially
ally Attractive
Attra
Sale
)nly—
Feature. Only

$1.29

FELT BASE
Floor Coverings
3x9 Congoleum,
3x4% Congoleum,
6x9 Congoleum,
3x6 Congoleum,

9x12 Congoleum
9x10.6 Congoleum
8x9 Congoleum,

CHIFFONIERS
Walnut.
22.50 Dresser, now
29.75 Dresser, now
35.00 Dresser, now
59.00 Dresser, now
Large Chifforobes

10.50
14.98
19.75
26.50
30.00
21.93

Secretary Desks
Beautifully Made

$37.50

7.6x9 Congoleum,

Felt Base Hardwood Runners ........................................ 49
Felt Base Floor Covering; yard ...................................... 39
One Lot Remnants, Half Price
Bassinettes,

Cribs,
32 Pc. Dishes,
66 Pc. Dishes,

100 Pc. Dishes,
Pillows,

3.60
9.75
4.79
15.95
18.85
2.15

A Great Sale Feature! Look!

A

4-Poster Bed

Mahogany
Any Size

$16.75
2.25

Davenport Tables,

Croquet Sets,

2.20

Gateleg Tables,

China Closets (oak) 22.40
Console Tables,
3.95
Porch Rockers,
1,98
High Chairs,
2.95
Magazine Racks,
1.59
Coil Springs,
9.98

Step Ladders,
Aquariums,
Couch Hammocks,
Boudoir Chairs,
National Springs,
Carpet Sweepers,

7.95

14.55
1.95
.98
9.75
9.63
4.98
2.69

9x12,
8.3x10.6,
7.6x9,
6x9,

37.50
33.95
24.95
19.95

Telephone 980

36x60,
27x54,
22x36,
Stair, yard,

5.25
3.39
2.89
1.19

COGGSWELLS
The

it
Most

Comfortal
Comfortable
Ever Built

Chair

$19.85

FREE—Carpet Sweepers with 9x12 or 8.3x10

Printed Linoleum, square yard..................................... 89
Inlaid Linoleum, square yard..................................... 1.69

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

$1.39

AXMINSTERS at
Slaughter Prices

Walnut
Any Size

Reed Ferneries,

RUGS

END TABLES
Essential to Overstuffed Suites.

Rockland, Maine

SEWING CABINETS
Priscilla,
4.95
Martha Washington, 9.95
Semi Venetian Mir
rors,
4.98
Oak Buffets,
19.00

BLANKETS
At Marvelous Bargains

